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ABSTRACT 
Motion Estimation algorithm is one of the important issues in video coding standards 
such as ISO MPEG-1/2 and ITU-T H.263. These international standards regularly use a 
conventional Full Search (FS) Algorithm to estimate the motion of pixels bet\\'een pairs 
of image blocks. Since a FS method requires intensive computations and the distortion 
function needs to be evaluated many times for each target block. the process is n~ry 
time consuming. To alleviate this acute problem. new search algorithms. Orthogonal 
Logarithmic Search (OLS) and Diagonal Logarithmic Search (DLS). have been 
designed and implemented. 
The performance of the algorithms are evaluated by using standard 176x 144 pixels 
quarter common intermediate format (QCIF) benchmark video sequences and the results 
are compared to the traditional well-known FS Algorithm and a widely used fast search 
algorithm called the Three Step Search (3SS), The fast search algorithms are known as 
sub-optimal algorithms as they test only some of the candidate blocks from the search 
area and choose a match from a subset of blocks. These algorithms can reduce the 
computational complexity as they do not examine all candidate blocks and hence are 
algorithmically faster. However, the quality is generally not as good as that of the FS 
algorithms but can be acceptable in terms of subjective quality. 
The important n1etrics, time and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio are used to evaluate the 
novel algorithn1s. The results show that the strength of the algorithms I ie in their speed 
of operation as they are much faster than the FS and 3SS. The performance in speL'd is 
improved by 85.~ 7 % and :2:2 0 0 over the FS and -' SS respectively for the OLS. For the 
DLS. the speed advantages are 8S. 77 % and -+O~ 0 over the FS and ~ SS. Furthermore. the 
accuracy pf prediction of OLS and DLS are comparahle to the 3SS. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
In recent years, Video compression has played a vital role in data storage and 
transmission as it has been the main focus in many applications such as multimedia 
communications, remote monitoring, videophones, videoconference etc. It has become 
an interesting and very important area of research. The advent of new technology leads 
us to the new communication system which involves visual information. Because of the 
huge amount of information to be stored and transmitted, it needs to be compressed. 
Without a compression scheme, typical scenes with a resolution of 176 x 1-l-l pixels at 10 
frames per second and with the luminance component quantised using the customary 8-
bitsls, that is used in Quarter Common Intermediate Format (QCIF), video sequences 
would occupy approximately 2.03 Mbits/s. This generates huge amounts of data which 
would quickly overwhelm all available bandwidth and disk space if it were not 
compressed. To alleviate this problem, the compression scheme will be implemented by 
choosing an encoding scheme that can remove redundancy while keeping the important 
information. At present mobile service provide not only voice comnlunication. but also 
multimedia comnlunication. The NOKIA mobile system can send and receive 176x 1-l-l 
video pixels at 10 frames per second over the bandwidth 16-26 kbits Is [1]. 
, .. AIUlIl !;;' 1 Introduction 
The study in this thesis is motivated by the possibility of new video data compression 
schemes of moving images based on motion compensation scheme with faster search 
algorithms. The advantage of these proposed fast search algorithms is that they can 
achieve high speeds of operation, acceptable image quality and can lead to an et1icient 
implementation. The rate distortion performance of the scheme could be comparable to 
the current international standard MPEG (Motion Pictures Experts Group). Ho\ye\er. 
the search for improved techniques for video data compression remains an active area of 
research. The fundamental goal of a video compression scheme is to reduce the 
information data while maintaining an acceptable fidelity or image quality, The typical 
video compression system is composed of two principle parts which are the coder and 
decoder. The coder obtains the sequence of video frames with fixed resolution as input 
and produces codes representing those video frames. Meanwhile, the decoder retrieves 
the codes back to the original input as decoded outputs or reconstructed frame which are 
not necessarily identical to the original. Codes are either transmitted over transmission 
channels or stored on storage devices. 
There are two categories of data compression. The first category is lossless or reversible 
compression in which the original data can be completely recovered from the 
compressed form. It is usually limited to compression ratios of 4: 1 or less. The second 
category of data compression is loss)' or irreversible technique. The lossy technique 
provides higher compression ratios than lossless compression, usually between 50 ~ 150 
times, but it introduces error or degradation into the data so that the original information 
can not be perfectly generated. The performance of any coder is determined by the bit 
rate achieved. \yhich presents the compression ratio and the distortion or degradation 
bd\yeen originals and decoded images introduced by the coders. Fortunately, most 
images contain some amount of redundancy that can sometime be removed \\"hen the 
Cni\'crsily (~/ .\"<.'\n'(/.\"II<.' UpOI1 TyllL' 
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image is stored or transmitted and replaced v;hen it is reconstructed and this can be 
exploited in order to reduce the amount of data necessary for their representation. The 
human eye is insensitive to a wide varietv of information. That is. an image can be 
. '-
changed in many ways and can not be detected by humans. 
1.2 Introduction to Digital Video Coding 
A video sequence fundamentally consists of a sequence of still pictures or frames of a 
scene taken at various subsequent intervals in time. Each frame represents the 
distribution of light energy and wavelength over a finite size area and is expected to be 
seen by a human viewer [2]. In an analogue system for example a video camera 
produces an analogue signal of an image scanned from left to right and from top to 
bottom making up a frame [3]. The choice of number of scanned lines per picture is a 
trade-off between the bandwidth, flicker and resolution. The analogue signal is then 
converted to digital signal by three basic operations of low pass filtering, sampling and 
quantisation. A colour signal can be represented in RGB (red. green, blue) colour 
component format or any of several luminance-chrominance component formats. These 
include YUV, YCbC r (a colour coordinate system closely related to YUV), and YIQ 
(another luminance-chrominance format preferred for NTSC-standard video) [3]. The 
typical main component of YUV colour signal consists of a luminance signaL Y 
representing brightness and two chrominance signal U and V representing colour. This 
thesis is exclusi\'ely concerned with the luminance Y component of the \'ideo sequence. 
Thc digital \'ideo coding aims to accommodate video \\'ithin the allocated band\\idth hy 
mean of compression. To achie\'e this purpose, the t\\'O types of redundancy in di~ital 
ilnaoc are taken into accounts which are: C' 
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• Spatial redundancy: This redundancy IS related to the correlation between 
neighbouring pixels within a frame. 
• Temporal redundancy: The correlation between consecutive frames of a video 
sequence. Same objects appearing in the previous frame are likely to appear in 
the current frame. 
There are a number of techniques used for exploiting spatial redundancy such as line-
by-line coding technique. The samples of line-by-line coding techniques are different 
pulse code modulation and adaptive pulse code modulation. These techniques [-l-] 
exploit the one-dimensional spatial redundancy between pixels in a given line scan, but 
ignore the potential compression of vertical adjacent pixel correlation. A more efficient 
coding scheme is the so-called block based methods that encode a group of pixels at a 
time. These blocks are typically 4x4 or 8x8 pixels in size and are treated as two 
dimensional vectors which facilitate much higher compression ratios. This compression 
potential is often utilised by a technique more commonly referred to as vector 
quantisation (VQ). The extension to block based coding is transform coding [4], where 
the block is transformed into the spatial domain. The most practical transform coding is 
the discrete cosine transform (DCT), which provides estimates of the frequency contents 
of each image region (e.g. each block of 8x 8, pixels, in the DCT case). Given that most 
of the energy is concentrated in a few coefficients, only a few bits will be needed to 
provide a good approximation to the original image block. 
As already mentioned, the temporal redundancy is also exploited due to the similarity of 
consecutive frames. The consecutive frames of video sequence naturally exhibit 
sin1ilarity, especially in video scenes with low motion. The technique which is \\idcly 
used for exploiting temporal redundancy is motion compensation (!'dC) prediction [5-
17]. The \yell-known technique to obtain motion compensation prediction is motion 
Unin'I'.\ir.v q/ XeH'casllt' upon T..vnc 
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estimation. Motion estimation is a technique that breaks video frames into non-
overlapping blocks and then searches the previous frame for blocks that provide the 
most similarity to each block belonging to an object in the current frame from a block in 
the same object in the previous frame. 
1.3 International Video Coding Standards 
Standards are essential for communication. Standards define a common language that 
different parties can use, so that they can communicate with one another. Video coding 
standards define the bit stream syntax, which is the language that encoder and decoder 
use to communicate. Moreover defining the bit stream syntax, standards for video 
coding are also required to be efficient for the compression of video content. There are 
two major organisations for the development of standards, the ITU-T (International 
Telecommunications Union -Telecommunication Standardisation Bureau) and the 
ISO/IEC (International Organisation for Standardisation-International Electrotechnical 
Commission). The ISO/IEC has formed the working group, the Moving Picture Experts 
Group (MPEG) [18], in an attempt to introduce a degree of standardisation. The MPEG 
group of ISO/IEC has established a series of recognised image codecs. The MPEG 1 
[18] is designed for such products as Video CD and MP3. Meanwhile the MPEG-2[ 19] 
is the standard on which such products as Digital Television set top boxes and DVD are 
based. The MPEG-4[19] is the standard for multimedia for the fixed and mobile web, 
while MPEG-7[19] is the standard for description and search of audio and visual 
content. The newest of a series of MPEG standards is MPEG-21 [19]. MPEG-21 started 
in June 2000 and is still under development. MPEG-21 is an open standards-based 
fran1e\\"ork for multimedia delivery and consumption. The aim of MPEG-21 is to define 
a multin1edia nd\\\)rk frame\\"ork to enable transparent and augmented lise of 
multimedia resources across a \\ide range of nd\H1rks and devices. The main I\ IPEG-21 
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parts have already reached the status of international standards in 2003. A Technical 
Report and two standards have been produced and three more parts of the standard are 
at different stages of development. Several Calls for Proposals have already been issued. 
MPEG-4 [19] is the most up-to-dated standard targeted for mobile multimedia 
communication including digital video coding. Nevertheless, some parts of the MPEG-
4 standard such as the inter frame coding can be further developed. Having 
implemented the new algorithms for digital video coding, MPEG-.f is taken into 
account. The MPEG-4 standard was first introduced in 1994 and originally created as a 
standard for very low bit rate coding of limited complexity audiovisual material. The 
scope was later extended to supporting new functions. The main application of MPEG-.f 
standards is in relation to the audio and video associated with interactive multimedia 
application over the Internet and various types of entertainment networks. The prime 
difference between MPEG-4 and the other standards is that the MPEG-4 is focused on 
"content-based" video functionality, which attempts to separate an image into objects. 
The bit stream of a frame/scene encoded in MPEG-4 is transmitted over a network in 
the form of transport stream (TS), consisting of a multiplexed stream of packetised 
elementary streams (PESs) [20]. 
In addition, the international telecommunications union (lTU -T) has also introduced a 
series of recommendations for audio-visual standards. The H.261 [21] was introduced in 
1993 and is a video codec for audiovisual services at p x 64 kbits/s (p is in the range 1-
30). The H.262 and H.263 \vere introduced later. The H.261 video compression 
standard is defined for the video telephony and video conferencing sen' ices over an 
integrated sen' ices digital ne1\vork (ISDN). The digitisation format used is either the 
COn11110n intern1ediate fonnat (ClF) or QClF. Normally, the CIF is used t'l)J' \'ideo 
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conferencing and the QCIF for video telephony. In 1998 the H.263 [22] was initially 
recommended for video applications over wireless and public switched telephon 
networks (PSTNs) in which the bit rate is lower than 28 .8 kbits/s. The application 
include video telephony, video conferencing, security surveillance interactive gam 
playing, etc. all of which require the output of video encoder to be transmitted aero 
the network connection in real time as it is output by encoder. The basic structure of 
H.263 is based on that used in the H.261 except for several modifications. Motion 
accuracy is increased through the use of half pixel accuracy in stead of full pixel that i 
used in H.261. 
px 30 kbits/s. 
ITU-T H.261 ISDN Videophone 
p=l .... 30 
ITU-T H.263 < 64 kbits/s. PSTN Videophone 
ISO MPEG-1 l.5 Mbits/s CD-ROM 
ISO MPEG-2 5-20 Mbits/s HDTV 
ISO MPEG-4 10 kbits/s-1 OMbits/s Multimedia 
Application 
ISO MPEG-7 Multimedia Cont nt 
Description 
Int rfae 
ISO MPEG-21 Multim dia 
Fr n1 \ rk 
Table 1. 1 Video Co din 0 Standard Developed by Differellt Orgalli a/ioll 
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The formats of video that are mandatory for H.263 are the QCIF and the sub-QCIF(S-
QCIF). The summarisation of the standards of both organisations is shown in the Table 
1.1. The major differences between these standards lie in the operating bit rates and the 
application they are targeted for. 
1.4 Contribution of The Thesis 
The aim of this thesis is to develop and implement new algorithms for motion 
estimation and prediction. This research has been surveyed various techniques which 
are widely used in well-known video standards. The extensively used techniques have 
been investigated and many of these important techniques are simulated and tested. 
However the core contribution is mainly on the motion estimation which is a vital part 
of motion compensation scheme. The comparative performance analysis of several 
search techniques is presented. The performance of image sequence is concentrated on 
the 176x 144 pixel QCIF videophone sequences which is the application of the mobile 
phone technology. The simulation bench mark video sequences used are Foreman, 
Carphone and Claire. The well-know search and up-to-date techniques are investigated 
and the new techniques are proposed. These novel techniques are intended to fulfil the 
real-time communication because of their low complexity of the algorithms and the 
quality of the predicted image. The new methods reduce the candidate blocks for 
searching motion vectors. These novel techniques are compared with the well-kno'vvl1 
techniques, full-search and three-step-search methods which are adopted by the world 
wide standards. Moreover the main factors of the search techniques which have the 
1110st impact on the performance of the algorithms are also tested. The best matching 
criteria are most suitable for the search algorithms are proclaimed. 
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1.5 Structure of The Thesis 
This thesis discusses the recent developments in search algorithms with respect to its 
application in low bit rate video coding. 
The structure of this thesis is as follows. 
In Chapter 2 the background of video compression and overview of video compression 
are presented. The characteristics of the video coding are discussed and \'arious video 
coding methods are introduced. Well-known techniques such as entrop), coding. 
transform coding, motion compensation are included in this chapter. Moreo\'t~r the 
MPEG standards are also presented and. the structure and the methodologies used in 
MPEG standard are explained. 
In Chapter 3 a brief overview of inter frame coding IS presented and the motion 
compensation scheme is explained in detail. 
In Chapter 4 a survey of motion estimation techniques is gIven and the problems 
associated with motion estimation are explained. Also in particular the main 
approaches of the motion estimation are introduced. 
Chapter 5 introduces the conventional full search technique. The sub-optimal search 
techniques such as three-step-search algorithm are discussed in depth. 
In chapter 6 the implementation of the well-known techniques, Full Search Algorthnl 
and Three Step Search. are introduced. The results of the simulation are shown. These 
simulations lead to the new proposed techniques. 
In Chapter 7 the implementation of the novel search algorithms are gIven and the 
sinlulation results are presented. The algorithms are tested and comparisons made with 
the International Standard. the three step search (3SS). and the full search methods. 
Chapter 8 is presents the conclusions and provides a summary of the ne\\' motion 
estilllation and prediction algorithms. Finally further work is suggested in this chapter. 
Chapter 2 
CONCEPTUAL BAGROUND 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the background of video data compression. 
including a historical overview of video compression and the main video coding 
characteristics. In addition, various video coding techniques are included. The main 
techniques for the redundancy reduction such as predictive coding, vector quantisation 
and transform coding are explained. Finally an overview of the current standard MPEG 
algorithm is given and a brief explanation of the MPEG structure is described. The 
parameters which are used in MPEG standard are shown. The motion estimation and 
compensation explained. Most digital videos contain a high degree of redundancy. The 
redundancy is best described as unnecessary data carried by a video signal. Since this 
data is unnecessary, removing it will reduce the bit rate without necessarily affecting the 
picture. The video compression can be achieved by reducing the redundancy present in 
a video signal. An efficient compression technique can successfully reduce th~ 
redundancies of a video sequence and keep only the necessary amount of information 
needed to store or transmit them. In addition the pshychovisual redundancy can also be 
exploited because of the nature of Human Visual System (HVS). The human visual 
system do not perceive certain picture in details. These picture details can he altered 
(i.L', reducing the number of bits per sample) or be removed. thus reducing the data rate 
and \\ill result in imperceptible errors in the recunstructed picture, Digital \'ideo 
compression has applications in many ar~as such as \·ideoconl~'rencing. lligh 
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Definition TV (HDTV) network communication video telephony_ int ra ti\ 
television, electronic commerce and Web TV . 
The basic video compression scheme is shown in Figure (2. 1). On the enc d r id _ th 
video sequence feeds in a form of analogue signal and it is con erted to digital form. 
then the pre-processing step is applied which could be sampling or tran formation t 
another domain. Finally, entropy coding such as Huffman code or arithmetic codino i 
used for transmitting over the communication channel. On the rei r id or th 
decoder the process is reversed. A digital video frame is a two-dim n ional arra of 
pixels each with a value that corresponds to the intensity of video frame. Although th 
capability of modem storage media and bandwidth of transmissions y t m are high, 
the performance is still unsatisfactory. The video data is dramatically b coming 0 large 
that they can not be adequately compressed for transmission or archival with CUlT nt 
techniques. In this respect, intensive research activity is still taking place to addre s thi 
lssue. 
Input Video 
Frame 
,----------------------------- ,-----------------------------1 1 1 1 
Encoder : Decoder 
Pr -process ing 
1 1 
Co(npresse~ 
1 
,...------,. 1 
Entropy 
Coding 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
Transmi . 
Entropy 
Decoder 
---~ Or Store: 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 ______ ------------ -----------
Figure (2.1) Block diagra111 of Video 
~i' 'rsi l), of X ' l\ ' , lsl ll! UpOIl 7) ilL' 11 
Re on tru ted 
Video Frame 
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2.2 A Historical Overview of Video Coding 
The video simply consists of a sequence of frames or pictures. So the principle of "ideo 
compression is fundamentally based on image compression. Image compression has 
been studied for more than 40 year and can probably be tracked back to 1838 when the 
Morse code was introduced for telegraphy. Morse code is an early example of data 
compression based on using shorter codewords for letters such as "e" and "t" that are 
more common in English. Nevertheless the modem work on data compression 
seemingly began in the late 1940s with the development of information theory. In 19.+6 
Gabor introduced the foundation of variable time (space) frequency resolution analysis. 
Two years later, C.E. Shannon [3] provided the theoretical basis for efficient coding in 
general by devising a systematic way to assign codewords based on probabilities of 
blocks. Later an optimal method for doing this was found by David Huffman [3] in 
1951. In 1952 Cutler [4] introduced originally the application for the patent on 
predictive coding and this was followed by Harrison who published this work on the 
application of linear prediction to television. Later in 1959 C.E. Shannon considered the 
application of a fidelity criterion to these earlier results on coding. In the 1960s an 
analogue video system was used but it required a wide bandwidth and the produced 
postcard-size black-and-white pictures did not add appreciably to the voice 
communication. 
In the late 1970s, with online storage of text files becoming common, sothvare 
compression programs began to develope, almost all based on adaptive Huffman 
coding. In 1971 Ericsson demonstrated the first trans-Atlantic video telephone call. In 
1977 .'\brahan1 Len1pel and Jacob Ziv suggested the basic idea of pointer-hasl'd 
encoding. In the mid-1980s, foIlo\ving work by Terry \\'e\Ch, the sn-called 1.7\\' 
algorithm rapidly became the method of choice for most general-purpose cl)mprl'ssion 
-- ------
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systems. It was used in programs such as PKZIP, as well as in hardware dc\ices such as 
modems. In 1982, CCITT (forerunner of the ITU-T) issued the H.120 yideo coding 
standard under the European COST211 project which achieved a target rate of 2 ~lbits/is 
for Europe and 1.544 Mbits/s. COST211 video codec was achieved by the method 
based on Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM). The nature work of DPCM is 
based on pixel-by-pixels basis. The image quality of this codec gave a ycry good spatial 
resolution; however it had a very poor temporal quality. To improve the COST211, the 
new design of so-called block based codec was introduced. During the late 1980s. the 
15 block based videoconferencing proposals were submitted to the ITU -T. 14 of them 
were based on the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and only one on Vector 
Quantisation (VQ). However, the subjective quality of video sequences presented to the 
panel showed hardly any significant differences between the two coding techniques. In 
parallel to ITU-T'S investigation during 1984-88, the Joint Photographic Experts Group 
(JPEG) was also interested in compression of static images. The JPEG mainly based on 
DCT for the unit of compression due to the possibility of progressive image 
transmission. JPEG's decision undoubtedly influenced the ITU-T in favouring OCT 
over VQ. By now there was a worldwide activity in implementing the OCT in chips and 
on DSPs. 
In the early 1990s. lossy compression methods also began to be widely used. Current 
image compression standards include: FAX CCITT 3 (run-length encoding. with 
codewords determined by Huffman coding from a definite distribution of run lengths)~ 
GIF (LZW): JPEG (lossy discrete cosine transform. then Huffman or arithmetic 
coding): BMP (run-length encoding); TIFF (FAX. JPEG, GIF). In 1992 CelTT 
recommended the H.261 video coding and H.320 for ISDN confercncing. Also during 
the 1990s, the T\ lotion Picture Experts Group (\ IPEG) started in\'l~stigating coding 
-_._------
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techniques for storage of video, such as CD-ROMs. The aim was to deyelop a ,-ideo 
codec capable of compressing highly active video such as movies onto the hard disks. 
with a performance comparable to that of VHS quality. In fact. the basic framework of 
the H.26l generated MPEG, called the MPEG-l standard. which was capable of 
accomplishing this task at 1.5 Mbits/s. Since for video storage encoding and decoding 
delays are not a major constraint, one can trade delay for compression efficiency. For 
example in the temporal domain a DCT might be used instead of DPCM but with 
much improved motion estimation, such that the motion compensation removes 
temporal correlation. This later option was adopted with MPEG-l 
These days, MPEG-l decoders/players are becoming commonplace for multimedia on 
computers. MPEG-l decoder plug-in hardware boards (e.g. MPEG magic cards) have 
been around for a while, and now software MPEG-l decoders are available with the 
release of operating systems or multimedia extensions for PC and Mac platforms. Since 
in all standard video codecs, only the decoders have to comply with proper syntax, 
software based encoding has added the extra flexibility that might even improve the 
performance of MPEG-l in the future. 
MPEG-l was originally optimised for typical applications using non-interlaced video of 
25 frames/so in European format and 29.9 frames/s in North American format. Early 
versions of MPEG-l for interlaced video. such as those used in broadcast. \\"ere called 
MPEG 1 +. A new generation of MPEG, called MPEG-2 was soon adopted by 
broadcasters. MPEG-2 codes interlaced video at bit rates 4-9 Mbits/s. and is no\\' wcll 
on its way to making a significant impact in a range of applications such as digital 
terrestrial broadcasting. digital satellite TV. digital cable TV. digital \-crsatile disc 
(DVD) and many others. Since the late 90s telcyision broadcasters hayc started using 
[\ 1 PEG-2 coded digital forms. 
------------~--
----~---
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A slightly improved version of MPEG-2, called MPEG-3, was to be used for coding of 
High Definition (HD) TV, but since MPEG-2 could itself achie\'e this, MPEG-.3 
standards were folded into MPEG-2. 
2.3 Video Compression Characteristic 
Unlike normal analogue video used by everyday televisions, the digital video basically 
consists of a sequence of non-interlaced images, each of which is a two-dimensional 
frame of picture elements or pixels. The characteristic of video can be defined as the 
following variables: 
Frame rate: The number of frames displayed per second. The illusion of motion can be 
experienced at frame rates as low as 12 frames per second, but modern cinema uses 24 
frames per second, and PAL television 25 frames per second. 
Frame dimensions: The width and height of the image expressed in the number of 
pixels. Digital video comparable to television requires dimensions of around 640 x 480 
pixels. 
Pixel depth: The number of bits per pixel. In some cases it might be possible to 
separate the bits dedicated to luminance from those used for chrominance. In others all 
the bits might be used to reference one of a range of colours from a known palette. 
There are three main characteristics for the measurement to assess the performance of 
video compression algorithms. These are compression ratio, image quality and 
compression speed. The compression ratio is the measurement of the capability of the 
storage or data reduction. The higher compression ratio means the better data reduction 
can be achic\'ed. Secondly the image quality is a core measurement which aims to 
compare the decompressed data to the original data. The compression speed or cost that 
refers to the computational effort required to encoding and decoding processes. These 
characteristic functions are usually used for judging the performance of the compression 
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technique. The use of these characteristic measurements depends on the application and 
use of images for particular requirements. In addition these characteristics are used to 
determine the suitability of the compression techniques to different applications 
according to acceptable reconstructions and range of compression ratios ayailable and 
implementation costs. The following sections discuss each of these attributes in more 
details. 
2.3.1 Compression Ratio 
Compression Ratio is a measure of the closeness between the original image and 
compressed image. The compression ratio can be found from a simple formula which is 
the size of the original divided by the size of the compressed image. This ratio shows 
the capable of the data compression algorithms how much compression is achieved. 
C . R' SizeojOriginalimage ompreSSlOn atzo = ----------
Size oj Compressed image (2.1 ) 
The compression ratio can be used for indicating the picture quality, since most of the 
compression techniques operate over a range of compression rate and decompression 
quality. Generally, the higher the compression ratio, the poorer the quality of resulting 
images. The trade-off between compression ratio and picture quality is an important 
metric to consider when compressing images. 
2.3.2 Image Quality 
Image quality is one of the significant measures for the image and yideo compression 
system. Nornlally, the compression and decompression process cause the degradation of 
the reconstructed image. So the image fidelity can be used to assess the degree or 
degradation. The image quality can be grouped into t\\O quality measures. subjective 
~ 
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statistically processing the fidelity rating given by a group of human Yi~\\""ers. whil~ 
objective image quality is defined by a computational process that does not requir~ 
human intervention. For the subjective quality assessment. the quality is rated using a 
discrete or a continuous scale ranging from bad quality to excellent quality. So the 
subjective quality assessment is very tedious, expensive and cannot be conducted in real 
time. The subjective quality requires many considerations, standard viewing conditions. 
criteria for observer and scene selection, assessment procedures, and analysis methods. 
Many observers are needed and the assessments are lengthy, the procedure is therefore 
very costly. Moreover, it is very difficult to embed it into a practical video processing 
system because it cannot be implemented automatically. For this reason the objectiye 
quality assessment are used more extensively. The objective assessment can compute 
the image quality automatically and in a relatively short period of tilne. This is very 
important for real world applications. 
There are a number of models for objective perceptual video quality and assessments 
have been introduced over the years. However, the objective methods for image quality 
estimation can be divided into three types. Full-reference models (FR) where the 
difference between the original and the distorted sequence is computed. Reduced-
reference models (RR) which computes statistics on the distorted sequence and 
compares them with corresponding stored statistics from the original sequence. Non-
reference models (NR) do not use the original sequence at all. 
The sin1pkst 111easures of quality are the Mean-Square error (MSE). the Peak-Signal-to-
Noise-Ratio (PSNR). The MSE between two images with a size ~\f * X \\'!1ere -\j is 
" 
the original ill1age and X ij is the reconstructed image are: 
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MSE ~~(x""_X")2 M *N~~ lj lj ;=1 }=1 (2.2) 
One problem with MSE is that it depends strongly on the image intensity scaling. 
However, PSNR avoids this problem by scaling the MSE according to the image. It is 
determined as follows: 
S2 
PSNR == lOloglO ( ) 
MSE (~.3 ) 
Where, S is the maximum intensity value. PSNR is measured in decibels (dB). This 
measure (PSNR) is also not ideal, but it is commonly use. Its main failure is that the 
signal strength of the image is estimated as (S)2 (Value square), rather than the actual 
signal strength of the image. 
2.3.3 Compression Speed 
Compression and decompression times are defined as the amount of time required for 
compressing and decompressing a picture or one image frame. These values depend on 
the following considerations: 
1. The complexity of the compression algorithm, where a complex compreSSIOn 
technique can produce better quality images, but it could be time consuming which 
it is not suitable for some real time applications. 
2. The efficiency of the software or hardware implementation of the algorithm. 
3. The speed of the utilised processor or auxiliary hardware. 
Generally, the faster the compression/decompression can be performed, the better. Fast 
compression time increases the speed \\'ith \\"hieh resulting compressed image can be 
created. fast decompression times increase the speed \\ith which the user can display 
and interact \\"ith the reconstructed images. 
~----"-"----------------
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Speed of compression usually matters much more if the data is to be transmitted rather 
than stored. The decompression speed is important for storage and retrieval and is vital 
for reception of transmitted data. Some compression techniques show symmetry for 
compression and decompression speeds. 
2.4 Various Video Coding Techniques 
Since 1989 the digital video coding techniques have been widely de\'eloped and 
implemented. Normally the characteristic of these techniques such as compression ratio 
vary according to the subjective acceptable level of error and the definition of the \yord 
compression. The coding techniques can be classified as "lossless" and "lossy" 
approaches. The lossless approach aims to reduce the amount of data or image for 
storage or transmission where the reconstructed image quality is required to be identical 
with the original image. The typical compression ratio of the lossless compression 
techniques are about 2 to 3. In contrast the lossy coding technique aims to achieve the 
compression ratio around 50 - 150 times, where the good quality of images achie\'ed. 
This technique of compression allows the image quality degradation and introduces 
errors into the data, so that the original can not be recovered perfectly. These video 
coding techniques aim to reduce three fundamental redundancies which are spatial 
redundancy, temporal redundancy and entropy coding. The coding techniques which 
reduce the spatial correlation are referred to as intra frame coding, whereas those coding 
techniques which reduce the temporal correlation are called the inter frame coding. 
Spatial redundancy reduction can be divided into 2 groups which are predicti\'~ coding 
and transform coding. The details of these techniques are explained in more details in 
the follo\ving sections. 
------
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2.4.1 Spatial redundancy reduction 
There are a large number of methods to tackle the spatial redundancy. These techniques 
can be classified as predictive coding, vector quantisation and transform coding. 
Predictive Coding 
In a pixel, there is a strong spatial correlation between adjacent pixels. To reduce the 
data information, the predictive coding can be used. The predictive coding aims to 
removed the spatial redundancy between the successive pixels and encode only the new 
information. The predictive coding uses pixels or data already received to form an 
estimate or 'prediction' of the next pixels or data to be transmitted. The predictive coder 
consists of 3 main components which are predictor, quantiser and code assigner. A basic 
form of predictive coding is illustrated in figure (2.2). 
pixels in 
predictive 
error out 
decoder 
-------1 
I 
reconstructed 
pixels out 
---------------------~ 
Figure (2.2) Basic Predictivl! Coder 
Pixels are fed into the system in raster scanned order (i.e. pixel by pixel scanned kft to 
right across the image. line by line do\vn the ilnage, and picture by picture in a moving 
sl'quence). Oi ffcrL'llces are formed bet\\'een each pixel and a nearby one temporarily 
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stored in the delay element. The delay element is fixed and corresponds to selecting the 
.... 
pixel immediately to the left, the pixel immediately above, the difference or 'prediction 
error' is seldom exactly zero because even in regions with no detail or in stationary 
areas the camera system usually adds some noise. However, the variance of the 
prediction error is generally substantially less than that of the original and further 
techniques such as entropy coding can be used to represent the data with fewer bits than 
the original pixels. The original pixels can be reconstructed from the prediction errors 
by a decoder which consists of just the components in the outlined box. 
As well as using just one prevIOUS pixel as the predictor, more complex schemes 
employing several previous pixels together may be used, for example a local average of 
a few spatially adjacent pixels may provide a better estimate of the new one by 
averaging out noise, or estimating and extrapolating the local slope of the image 
function. When predicting from one picture to the next in a moving video, the single 
pixel predictor is of course very good in regions of the image where there is no change 
(or 'motion'), but often very bad where there is actually motion. Unfortunately the latter 
is precisely the area where most of data needs to be sent and compression is most 
needed. This observation led to the introduction of conditional replenishment whereby 
in areas of the picture where there is no temporal change at all, it is sufficient for a 
decoder to simply display the pixels from the previous frame again. In changed areas, 
new pixels are transmitted using prediction from spatially adjacent pixels. Omitting the 
redundant transmission of unchanged pixels gives a big gain in compression. 
Vector Quantisation 
\\'ayckts and OCT exploit the correlation of adjaccnt pixels hy generating cocfficients 
that have slnall or zero value if adjacent pixels are silnilar. Another way to exploit this 
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correlation is vector quantisation (VQ) [23]. A block of pixels or prediction errors is 
quantised as one unit (a vector), rather than a pixel at a time. Typically. -+ x .:+ sized 
blocks might be used, and a codebook of hundreds or thousands of possible example 
block patterns would be searched to find the pattern giving the best match. Only the 
index number of that entry in the codebook need then be transmitted. VQ has a simple 
decode operation, being merely a table look-up, but the encoding process can be \'ery 
demanding because at worst each block will require a full search of the codebook. In 
practice, various ways of pre-normalising the data and structuring the codebooks can 
reduce this problem. VQ can also be used to quantise the data resulting from other 
processes such as DeT or wavelet transformation, and both theoretically and practically 
should perform better than an equivalent number of independent scalar quantisers. 
However, there are some problems concerning construction of codebooks to adequately 
cover the range of vectors to be quantised, and of the processing power required to 
perform the codebook searching at the encoder. 
Transform Coding 
Transform coding is a mathematical operation which transforms a set of spatial image 
pixel values to another set of transform coefficient values. The transform coding is a 
linear process so the information remains the same. As the result of linear process, the 
number of coefficients produced is also equal to the number of pixels transformed. The 
achievement of the compression lies in the fact that the image energy of most natural 
scenes IS n1ainly concentrated in the low frequency region, and hence into a fe\\" 
transforn1 coefficient. The insignificant coefficients then can be discarded and still 
retain the good reconstructed image quality. This transform coding then is one of the 
lossy con1prcssion. There are many types of transform coding haye been tried for 
picture ending. such as Fourier. Karhunen-Loeve. \\'alsh-Hadamard. lapped orthogonal. 
---- ----
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DCT, and recently, wavelets. However the basic ideas of e\'ery transfonn coding are the 
same. Among those transfonn coding, the DCT is one of the most popular transfonn 
coding adopted by coding standards because of its ability not to generate spunous 
spectral components, so coding efficiency IS high and "blocking artifacts" [~4] are 
relatively low. 
2.4.2 Temporal redundancy reduction 
The widely common used coding technique for removIng temporal redundancy is 
motion compensation. This technique is an extension of the prediction method, in which 
the delay for each pixel is varied dynamically throughout each still image to find the 
place in the previous image which is the best prediction. The corresponding horizontal 
and vertical offsets which refer to that best prediction are included in the coded bit 
stream. Ideally these offsets would be sent for every pixel but the overhead of doing this 
is much more than the savings obtained from the smaller prediction error. Instead, a 
single pair of offsets is applied to many pixels, a 16 x 16 block of them being a common 
compromise. Motion-compensated prediction works fairly well on videoconference type 
scenes where the gross movements of people's heads and bodies are represented to a 
first approximation by simple translations of their positions from the previous image. 
However, real world objects also undergo rotation, defonnation, occlusion and so on, 
which are not well modelled by the above block-based motion compensation. More 
complex schemes have been devised to model these higher order changes in image 
structure, including representing the motion by complex warping functions, and 
delineating the boundaries between areas with different motions. 
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2.4.3 Entropy coding 
Entropy coding is a general term for lossless data compression methods which rely on 
the statistics of a set of 'events' to be compressed. In most practical cases this means the 
overall frequency of occurrence of the various events in a set. The length of the 
codeword used to convey a particular event is matched to the likelihood of it occurring. 
Shorter codes are used for the frequent events and longer codes for those appearing less 
often, hence the term 'variable length coding'. For example, in Morse code a single dot 
represents the frequently occurring letter 'e' whereas the rarer letter 'q' is encoded as 
dash, dash, and dot, dash. The optimum length of a codeword for an event of probability 
p is log2 (lIp) [25]. If all possible events in the set are assigned codewords according to 
this formula, the overall bit rate required to send events from that set with the given 
probabilities will be minimised. Thus for an event with a probability of occurrence of 
118 the optimum codeword length is 3 bits. Unfortunately in practical cases the formula 
will yield non-integer values for codeword lengths, and a means is needed to optimally 
assign integer length codewords to events. Huffman [26] devised an algorithm to do 
this, hence the term Huffman coding (which is often wrongly used as a term for variable 
length coding, which need not, in general, be optimal). Huffman's method assigns 
integer length codewords to events. but this results in a loss of efficiency since the 
theoretically optimal codeword lengths are non-integer. Arithmetic coding [6] is a 
technique which overcomes this by not having a one-to-one mapping of events to 
codewords, and thus comes closer to the optimum compression. However. it is also 
more difficult to resynchronise the decoder in the presence of errors. Entropy coding 
gives very little con1pression if applied directly to image signals because the distribution 
of the brightness levels is fairly uniform. However. prediction errors have a very peaked 
distribution centred about zero and variable length coding is vcry worth\\-hile_ 
- --- --- --------
----------- --- - ---
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2.5 MPEG Coding Standard 
The MPEG compression algorithm is designed for compression of full-motion \"ideo. 
The compression method uses inter frame compression and can achieve compression 
ratios of 200: 1 through storing only the differences between successive frames. The 
MPEG approach is optimised for motion-intensive video applications, and its 
specification also includes an algorithm for the compression of audio data at ratios 
ranging from 5: 1 to 10: l. The MPEG first-phase standard (MPEG-1) is targeted for 
compression of 320x240 full motion video at rates of 1 to 1.5 Mbits/s in applications, 
such as interactive multimedia and broadcast television. MPEG-2 standard is intended 
for higher resolutions, similar to the digital video studio standard, CCIR 601, EDTV, 
and further leading to HDTV. It specifies compressed bit streams for high-quality 
digital video at the rate of 2-80 Mbits/s. The MPEG-2 standard supports interlaced 
video formats and a number of features for HDTV. The MPEG-2 standard also 
addresses scalable video coding for a variety of applications, which need different 
image resolutions, such as video communications over ISDN networks using ATM [27, 
28]. The MPEG-4 standard is intended for compression of full-motion video consisting 
of small frames and requiring slow refreshments. The data rate required is 9-40 kbits/s. 
and the target applications include interactive multimedia and video telephony. This 
standard requires the development of new model-based image coding techniques for 
hUlnan interaction and low bit rate speech coding techniques [27]. Table 2.1 illustrates 
various motion video formats and corresponding MPEG parameters. 
----------
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FORMAT VIDEO PARAMETERS COMPRESSED BIT RATE 
SIF 352 x 240 at 30 Hz 1.2-3 Mbits/s MPEG-1 
CCIR 601 720 x 486 at 30 Hz 5-10 Mbits/s MPEG-2 
-
EDTV 960 x 486 at 30 Hz 7-15 Mbits/s MPEG-2 
HDTV 1920 x 1080 at 30 Hz 20-40 Mbits/s MPEG-2 
Table 2.1 Parameters of MPEG Algorithnzs 
The MPEG algorithm is intended for both asymmetric and symmetric applications. 
Asymmetric applications are characterised by frequent use of the decompression 
process, while the compression process is performed once. Examples include movies-
on-demand, electronic publishing, and education and training. Symmetric applications 
require equal use of the compression and decompression processes. Examples include 
multimedia mail and videoconferencing. 
When the MPEG standard was conceived, the following features were identified as 
being important: random access, fast forward/reverse searches, reverse playback, audio-
visual synchronisation, robustness to errors, ease of editing, format flexibility, and cost-
trade-off. The MPEG standard consists of three parts: synchronisation and multiplexing 
of video and audio; video; and audio. 
2.5.1 MPEG Frame Structure 
In the MPEG standard. frames in a sequence are coded using three different algorithms. 
as illustrated in Figure (2.3). 
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Figure (2.3) Types of frames in the MPEG standard 
1 frames (intra images) are self-contained and coded using a OCT-based technique 
similar to JPEG. 1 frames are used as random access points to MPEG streams, and they 
give the lowest compression ratios within MPEG. 
P frames (predicted images) are coded using forward predictive coding, where the 
actual frame is coded with reference to a previous frame (lor P). This process is similar 
to H.261 predictive coding, except the previous frame is not always the closest previous, 
as in H.261 coding. The compression ratio of P frames is significantly higher than of I 
frames. 
B frames (bidirectional or interpolated images) are coded using two reference frames. a 
past and a future frame (which can be 1 or P frames). Bidirectional or interpolated 
coding provides the highest amount of compression. 
Note that in Figure (2.~), the first three B frames (2,3 and .+) are bidirectionally coded 
using the past fraYne I (franle 1) and the future frame P (frame 5). Therefore. the 
lkcnding order \yilt differ from the encoding order. The P frame 5 must he decoded 
.... 
------------ -----------
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before B frames 2, 3, and 4, and 1 frame 9 before B Frames 6, 7, and 8. If the ~lPEG 
sequence is transmitted over the network, the actual transmission order should be ~ 1. ~. 
2, 3, 4, 9, 6, 7, 8}. 
The MPEG application determines a sequence of t P, and B frames. If there is a need 
for fast random access, the best resolution would be achieved by coding the whole 
sequence as 1 frames (MPEG becomes identical to MJPEG). However. the highest 
compression ratio can be achieved by incorporating a large number of B frames. The 
following sequence has been proven to be very effective for a number of practical 
applications [27]: 
(I B B P B B P B B) (I B B P B B P B B) ... 
In the case of 25 frames/s, random access will be provided through nine still frames (I 
and P frames), which is about 360 ms [27]. On the other hand, this sequence will allow 
a relatively high compression ratio. If we take a simple example and assume that the 
compression ratio for 1 frames is 1: 1 0, for P frames is 1 :40. and for B frames is 1 :90, an 
average compression ratio for this MPEG sequence can be found by. 
Average Compression Ratio = _1 I(n i x Compression Ratio) with N = nj+n,?+n3(2A) 
N i=1 
1 x 10 2 x 40 
---+ --+ 
9 9 
= 70 
2.5.2 MPEG Video Encoder and Decoder 
6x90 
9 
The block diagram of the MPEG encoder is gi\'en in Figure (2.'+). while the MP\·G 
decoder is shown in Figure (2.5). 
-----
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2.5.3 MPEG Data Stream 
The MPEG specification defines a "video sequence" composed of a "ideo sequence 
header and many Group-Of-Pictures (GOP), as illustrated in Figure (2.5). The video 
sequence header defines the video format, picture dimensions, aspect ratio, frame rate, 
and delivered data rate. Supported video formats include CCIR601. HDTV (16:9), and 
VGA. Supported chroma formats include "4:2:0" (YUV) and "4:4A" (RGB). A 
suggested buffer size for the video sequence is also specified, a number intended to 
buffer jitter caused by differences in decode time. 
I 
I 
Sequence I GOP I Header GOP I 
GOP 
GOP 
GOP 
MPEG sequence 
I 
I 
Macro- I I block I Header y I y l y I y 
Cb Macroblock 
C, 
1 
Block 
Figure (2.6) J/PEG Data Streal1l 
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A GOP contains pictures that may be encoded into one of three supported compression 
formats. The GOP header contains a starting time for the group, and can therefore be 
used as a point of random access. Each frame within the GOP is numbered. and its 
number coupled with the GOP start time and the playback frame rate determines its 
playback time. Each picture is subdivided into "slices" and then into "macroblocks." A 
macroblock is composed of four 8x8 blocks of luminance data, and typically t\\"o 8x8 
blocks of chrominance data, one Cr and one Cb. 
I Picture Format 
These pictures are encoded by transformation into OCT space, quantisation of the 
resultant coefficients, and entropy coding of the result. Transformation into OCT space 
is performed by an 8x8 OCT. Quantisation is performed by reference to a user-Ioadable 
quantisation table modified by a scale factor. This mechanism supports adapti vc 
quantisation at the cost of additional complexity - although 300/0 improvement in 
compression is claimed [29]. After quantisation, the resulting coefficients are reordered 
in zig-zag order, run-length coded, variable-length coded. and entropy coded. The 
resulting data stream should roughly show JPEG levels of compression. 
P Picture Format 
The P (Predicted) picture format introduces the concept of motion compensation. Each 
macroblock is coded with a vector that predicts its value from an earlier I or P frame. 
The decoding process copies the contents of the macroblock-sized data at the address 
referenced by the vector into the macroblock of the P franle currently being decoded. 
Fivc bits of resolution are reserved for the magnitude of the vector in each of the x and y 
dircctions. meaning that 1024 possible data blocks may be referenced by the predicted 
nlacroblock. I h)\\\~vcr. eight possible magnitudc ranges may be assigned to those Ii \ l' 
---~----~- ---- ---------------------
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bits, meaning as many as 8192 macroblocks might haye to be evaluated to exhausti\,ely 
determine the best vector. Each evaluation might require testing as many as 384 pixels. 
and a further complexity is seen in performing fractional interpolation of pixels (yector 
motions as small as 1/2 pixel are supported). Finally. the difference between the 
prediction and the macroblock to be compressed may be encoded in like fashion to I 
frame encoding above. 
B Picture Format 
The B (Bidirectional prediction) picture format is calculated with t\\'o vectors. A 
backward vector references a macroblock-sized region in the previous I or P frame, the 
forward vector references a macroblock-sized region in the next I or P frame. For this 
reason, I and P frames are placed in the coded stream before any B frames that 
reference them. The macroblock-sized regions referenced by the motion compensation 
vectors are averaged to produce the motion estimate for the macroblock being decoded. 
As with P frames, the error between the prediction and the frame being encoded is 
compressed and placed in the bit stream. The error factor is decompressed and added to 
the prediction to form the B frame macroblock. 
Many demanding technical issues are raised by the MPEG specification. These include 
fast algorithms for the DCT, fast algorithms for motion vector estimation. algorithms for 
adaptive quantisation, and decompression in environments that allow some errors. 
2.5.4 Motion Estimation and Compensation 
The coding process for P and B fran1es includes the motion estimator, which finds the 
best lHatching block in the ayailable reference frames. P frames always lise forward 
------- ---- -
-----
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prediction, while B frames always use bidirectional prediction. also called motion-
compensated interpolation, as illustrated in Figure (2.7)[30,31]. 
Previous frame 
Current frame 
Future frame 
B 
B = (A+C)/2 
Figure (2.7) Motion compensated interpolated implemented in MPEG. Each block ill 
the currentframe is interpolated using the blocks/rom a previous and a/uture/rame. 
B frames can use forward, backward prediction, or interpolation. A block in the current 
frame (B frame) can be predicted by another block from the past reference frame (B = A 
~ forward prediction), or from the future reference frame (B = C ~ backward 
prediction), or by the average of two blocks (B = (A + C)/2 ~ interpolation). Motion 
estimation is used to extract the motion information from the video sequence. 
The MPEG standard does not specify the motion estimation technique: ho\\en?L block 
matching techniques are likely to be used. There is a number of block-matching 
techniques has been developed for motion estimation such as the full search algorithm. 
and the three-step-search algorithm. However the technique \\hich is widely adopted in 
most applications is the three-step search. 
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2.5.5 MPEG Audio Encoder and Decoder 
The MPEG standard also covers audio compression. ~IPEG uses the same sampling 
frequencies as compact disc digital audio (CD-DA) and digital audio tapes (0:-\ T). 
Besides these two frequencies, 44.1 KHz and 48 KHz. 32 KHz are also supported. all at 
16 bits. The audio data on a compact disc. with two channels of audio samples at 44.1 
KHz with 16 bits/sample, require a data rate of about 1.4 Mbits/s [32]. Therefore. there 
is a need to compress audio data as well. Existing audio compression techniques include 
m-Iaw and Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCi\I). which are both of 
low complexity, low compression ratios, and offer medium audio quality. The MPEG 
audio compression algorithm is of high complexity. but offers high compression ratios 
and high audio quality. It can achieve compression ratios ranging from 1:5 to 1: 1 O. 
The MPEG audio compression algorithm is comprises the following three operations: 
l. The audio signal is first transformed into the frequency domain. and the obtained 
spectrum is divided into 32 non-interleaved subbands. 
ii. For each subband, the amplitude of the audio signal is calculated, and the noise 
level determined by using a "psychoacoustic model." The psychoacoustic model is 
the key component of the MPEG audio encoder and its function is to analyse the 
input audio signal and determine where in the spectrum the quantisation noise 
should be masked. 
iii. Finally, each subband is quantised according to the audibility of quantisation 
noise \\"ithin that band. 
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Figure(2.8) Block Diagram of MPEG Audio Encoder and Decoder 
The input audio stream simultaneously passes through a filter bank and a 
psychoacoustic model. The filter bank divides the input into multiple subbands, \\"hile 
the psychoacoustic model determines the signal-to-mask ratio of each subband. The bit 
or noise allocation block uses the signal-to-mask ratios to determine the number of bits 
for the quantisation of the subband signals with the goal to minimise the audibility of 
the quantisation noise. The last block performs entropy (Huffman) encoding and 
formatting the data. The decoder performs entropy (Huffman) decoding, then 
reconstructs the quantised subband values, and transforms subband values into a time-
domain audio signal. The MPEG audio standard specifies three layers for compression: 
layer 1 represents the most basic algorithm and provides the maximum rate of 448 
kbits/s, layers :2 and 3 are enhancements to layer 1 and offer 384 kbits/s and ~:20 kbitsls, 
respectivdy. Each successive layer improves the compression performance, but at the 
cost of the greater encoder and decoder complexity" A detailed description of audio 
compression principles and techniques is reported else\\"here [27,32, 3 3,~4] 
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2.5.6 MPEG INTERLEAVED AN DATA STREAM 
The MPEG standard specifies a syntax for the interleaved audio and video data streams. 
An audio data stream consists of frames, which are divided into audio access units. 
Audio access unit consists of slots, which can be either four bits at the lowest 
complexity layer (layer 1), or one byte at layers 2 and 3. A frame always consists of a 
fixed number of samples. Audio access unit specifies the smallest audio sequence of 
compressed data that can be independently decoded. The playing times of the audio 
access units of one frame are 8 ms at 48 KHz, 8.7 ms at 44.1 KHz, and 12 ms at 32 KHz 
[27]. A video data stream consists of six layers, as shown in Table 2.2. 
At the beginning of the sequence layer there are two entries: the constant bit rate of a 
sequence and the storage capacity that is needed for decoding. These parameters define 
the data buffering requirements. A sequence is divided into a series of GOPs. Each GOP 
layer has at least one 1 frame which is the first frame in GOP, so random access and fast 
search are enabled. GOPs can be of arbitrary structure (I, P, and B frames) and length. 
The GOP layer is the basic unit for editing an MPEG video stream. The picture layer 
contains a whole picture (or a frame). 
---~-
Syntax Layer Functionality 
- . 
Sequence Layer Context Unit I 
I 
! 
Group of Pictures Layer Random Access Unite: Video Coding 
I 
Picture Layer Primary Coding Unit 
Slide Layer 
I 
Resynchronise Layer Unit ! 
~ 
Macroblock Layer Motion Compensation Unit 
--
Block Layer ! OCT unit 
I 
I -- ---- -
--- -
Table 2.2 Layers ojJIPEG Video Streal11 SYlltax 
-------
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This information consists of the type of the frame (t P, or B) and the position of the 
frame in the display order. The bits corresponding to the DCT coefficients and the 
motion vectors are contained in the next three layers: slice, macroblock. and block 
layers. The block is a (8x8) DCT unit the macroblock is a (16x 16) motion 
compensation unit, and the slice is a sting of macroblocks of arbitrary length. The slice 
layer is intended to be used for re-synchronisation during a frame decoding when bit 
errors occur. 
2.6 Summary 
In this chapter, the history overview of video coding was explained at the beginning. 
The history overview guided us to the processes of the development from the earliest 
stage up until the current stage the video can be compressed. This history shows the 
evolution of the video coding from basic techniques to advanced techniques. Later the 
video compression characteristics were explained. The common terms which are frame 
rate, frame dimensions and pixel depth were described. These terms are commonly used 
in the video coding. The compression ratio, image quality and compression speed were 
also explained. The compression speed or the speed of operation is the main 
characteristic which is used to justify the capability of the search algorithms. Also the 
image quality assessment is one of the main metrics to justify how good the search 
algorithms can achieve in terms of the capability of the prediction. The image quality 
assessn1ent can be classified into the subjective quality and objecti\'c quality 
assessn1ent. The widely used objecti\'e quality assessment is PSNR. In addition t() 
PSNR. the subjecti\'c quality should be also assessed to support the pcrformancc or the 
algorithn1s. 
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In section 2.4, vanous video coding techniques were explained and the main "ideo 
coding techniques were briefly explained. Most of these techniques are used in the \\-ell-
known standards such as MPEG. Finally the MPEG standard was explained in details. 
The MPEG standard is used as a main reference for motion compensation in this 
research. The motion estimation is one of the methods used in MPEG standard to 
exploit the temporal redundancy. The motion estimation takes place in the P fran1es and 
B Frames in MPEG standard where P frame is forward predicted and B is 
bidirectionally predicted. The motion compensation takes place in Macroblock layer in 
the motion compensation unit. The details of the motion compensation will be discussed 
later in Chapter 3. 
---- --- ---
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MOTION COMPENSATION 
3.1 Introduction 
In recent years, Video compreSSIOn has played a vital role in data storage and 
transmission as it has been the main focus in many applications such as multimedia 
communications, remote monitoring, videophones, videoconference etc. The effectiye 
video compression mostly employs the hybrid coding configuration which involves 
both intra frame and inter frame coding. The intra frame compression is a vital means of 
exploiting the spatial redundancies and inter frame compression is used for exploiting 
the temporal redundancies. Due to the slow movement of video sequences such as 
'head-and shoulders', the two consecutive frames will not change dramatically. So the 
current frame can be predicted from the translation of the previous frame. The method 
that is widely used in video transmission is Motion Compensation prediction (Me). The 
vital part of Motion Compensation is Motion Estimation, which is used for extracting 
the motion activity that exists between the frames. Block Matching Algorithms (BM.\) 
are popular methods for Motion Estimation because of their simplicity and ease of 
implementation. Most of current video communication systems and standards such as 
ISO MPEG-l/2 and ITU-T H.263 employ BMA for motion estimation. This chapter 
provides the oyerview of the inter frame compression techniques, motion compensation 
and motion scheme. 
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The overview of the inter frame compression techniques includes the most commonl\' 
used techniques which are sub-sampling, difference coding~ block-based difference 
coding and block-base motion compensation are explained. This chapter also included 
the principle of motion compensation. The implementation of the motion compensated 
prediction is explained. The details of motion compensation scheme are pointed out. 
Each steps of motion compensation is described. 
3.2 Overview of Inter frame Coding Technique 
Inter frame coding technique is the compression technique that is designed for sequence 
of video frames, rather than a single image. It assumes that parts of the current frame 
can be modelled as a translation of the previous frame, due to the similarity of the two 
consecutive frames known as temporal redundancy. Inter frame compression aims to 
exploit these similarities between successive frames to reduce the amount of data 
required for storing or transmitting over the network. There is a large number of inter 
frame compression techniques have been introduced in the past. The complexity of the 
inter frame techniques is various and depends on the application. However the aims of 
the most inter frame techniques are the same. They attempt to more efficiently describe 
the sequence by reusing parts of frames the receiver already has, in order to construct 
new frames. 
3.2.1 Sub-sampling 
Sub-San1pling is the most classic method of the compression. Sub-sampling aims to 
reduce the amount of data to be transmitted by transmitting only some of the frames. 
Sub-sampled digital \"ideo might, for example. contain only e\"er)' third frame. l'\cithcr 
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the viewer' s brain nor the decoder notice the missing frames at the recei ing end du to 
the fast movement of the video at 30 frames/so 
3.2.2 Difference Coding 
Difference coding, or conditional replenishment, is a very simple inter fram 
compression method and easy to implement. This method just compares the two 
consecutive frames and finds the difference between these two frames . OnI pi el that 
have changed are updated and transmitted instead of all the pixels. This method can 
reduce the data transmitted because only a fraction of the number of pixel value i 
transmitted. The images below are successive frames from the "Claire" video sequenc 
and illustrates how, frequently, very little changes from one frame to the next. 
Figure (3.1) Consecutive frames from "Claire" Video sequence 
If ry chang d pixel must be updated, then this coding i 10 1 i 11. In th 
diff r nee oding there is an 0 erhead tran mitt d along with th 
rh d ntain the in~ rmati n t indicat which pi.' 1 are t b up ~ t d. If the 
nU111 r t b updat d larg , th n thi \' rh ad an d\l.:r h ric t 
111 difi ati n 
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these modifications cause some loss. First modification is based on the assumption that 
there are several pixels which have their intensity changed slightly. So when coding is 
allowed to be lossy, only pixels that change significantly need be updated. Thus. not 
every pixel change will be updated. The second modification is the difference codin II ~ 
that operates at the block level instead of the pixel level. This modification leads to the 
technique called block-based difference coding. 
3.2.3 Block-Based Difference Coding 
If the frames are divided into non-overlapping blocks and each block is compared with 
its counterpart in the previous frame, then only blocks that change significantly need be 
updated. If, for example, only those blocks of the Claire frame that contain head and 
shoulder were updated, the resulting image might be an acceptable substitute for the 
original. Updating whole blocks of pixels at once reduces the overhead required to 
specify where updates take place. The 176x 144 pixels (QCIF) in the Claire frame can be 
split into 396 8x8 pixel blocks. Significantly fewer bits are required to address one of 
396 blocks than one of 25344 individual pixels. If pixels are updated in blocks. 
however, some pixels will be updated unnecessarily, especially if large blocks are used. 
Also, in parts of the image where updated blocks border parts of the image that have not 
been updated, discontinuities might be visible and this problem is worse when larger 
blocks are used. Clearly the choice of block size must be an informed one so as to 
achieve the best balance between image quality and compression. Block-Based 
Difference Coding can be further improved upon by compensating for the motion 
between frames. Difference Coding, no matter how sophisticated. is almost useless 
\\"here there is a lot of motion. Only objects that remain stationary \\'ithin the image can 
be effeetivelv coded. If there is a lot of motion or indeed if the camera itself is nw\int!. 
then very few pixels \\'ill remain unchanged. E\\.~n a \'ery slow pan of a still scene will 
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have too many changes to allow difference coding to be effective~ even though much of 
the image content remains from frame to frame. To solve this problem it is necessary to 
compensate in some way for object motion. 
3.2.4 Block-Based Motion Compensation 
Block-based motion compensation, like other inter frame compreSSIOn techniques. 
produces an approximation of a frame by reusIng data contained in the frame's 
predecessor. This is completed in three stages. First, the frame to be approximated, the 
current frame, is divided into uniform non-overlapping blocks. Then each block in the 
current frame is compared to areas of similar size from the preceding or past frame in 
order to find an area that is similar. A block from the current frame for which a similar 
area is sought is known as a target block. The location of the similar or matching block 
in the past frame might be different from the location of the target block in the current 
frame. The relative difference in locations is known as the motion vector. If the target 
block and matching block are found at the same location in their respective frames then 
the motion vector that describes their difference is known as a zero vector. Current 
frame to be coded is divided into blocks. Motion vectors indicate where changed blocks 
in the current frame have come from. Unchanged blocks are marked by dots. Finally, 
when coding each block of the predicted frame, the motion vector detailing the position 
(in the past frame) of the target block's match is encoded in place of the target block 
itself. Because fewer bits are required to code a motion vector than to code actual 
blocks, compression is achieved. During decompression, the decoder uses the motion 
n:ctors to find the matching blocks in the past frame (which it has already receiyed) and 
copies the matching blocks from the past fran1e into the appropriate positions in the 
approximation of the current frame. thus reconstructing the image. The effcctiyeness ~)r 
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compreSSIon techniques that use block-based motion compensation depends on th~ 
extent to which the following assumptions hold. 
• Objects move in a plane that is parallel to the camera plane. Thus the effects of 
zoom and object rotation are not considered, although tracking in the plane 
parallel to object motion is considered. 
• Illumination is spatially and temporally uniform. That is, the level of lighting is 
constant throughout the image and does not change over time. 
• Occlusion of one object by another, and uncovered background are not 
considered. 
Bidirectional motion compensation uses matching blocks from both a past frame and a 
future frame to code the current frame. A future frame is a frame that is displayed after 
the current frame. Considering the chess board example, suppose that a player is 
fortunate enough to have a once lost queen replace a pawn on the board. If the queen 
does not appear on the board before the current move then no block containing the 
queen can be copied from the previous state of play and used to describe the current 
state. After the next move, however, the queen might be on the board. If in addition to 
the state of play immediately before the current move, the state of play immediately 
following is also available to the receiver, then the current image of the chess board can 
be reproduced by taking blocks from both the past and future frames. Bidirectional 
compression is much more successful than compression that uses only a single past 
frame, because information that is not to be found in the past frame might be found in 
the future frame. This allows more blocks to be replaced by motion n~ctors. Bi-
directional motion compensation, howe\,er, requires that frames be encoded and 
transmitted in a different order from which they \\-ill be displayed. 
-- ---------------
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3.3 Motion Compensated Prediction 
The most widely used technique to exploit temporal redundancy of video signals is 
motion compensation prediction. The basic behind motion compensation is to estimate 
the motion of objects and to use this information to build a prediction for successiye 
frames. The process involves the estimation of the displacement between consecutive 
frames, which is called motion estimation (ME). The resulting motion information is 
then exploited in efficient inter frame predictive coding (MC). The Typical i\IC 
Predictive codec is depicted in Figure (3.2). 
Input 
Motion 
Estimator 
Encoder 
Motion Compensating 
Predictor 
(a) Encoder 
To Channd 
Motion Information 
From channe~,-I __ D_e_co_d_er_~_.~Qr-_________ -t-_.~ Output 
Motion Information 
(b) Decoder 
Figure (3.2) Typical Motion Conlpellsatioll Predictioll Codec 
Motion Compensation process is implemented by sc\cral ditferent stages. The \ lut il)(1 
Compensation Scheme [35] [36] is shown in Figure (3.3) The \ lotion compl'l1~atcll 
video compression basically consists of the following stagcs . 
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• Frame Segmentation 
• Search Threshold 
• Block Matching 
• Motion Vector Correction 
• Vector Coding 
• Prediction Error Coding 
Past Frame Current Frame 
~ 
~ Frame Segmentation 1 
,Ir , Blocks 
I Search Threshold 1 
" 
I Block Matching I 
Motion Vector 
~~ ~ 
I Motion Vector Correction I 
Motion Vector Blocks 
,Ir 
" 
, 
I Prediction Error Coding 
Vector Coding Block Coding 
I Transmission 
Figure (3.3) Motion Compensation Scheme 
3.3.1 Frame Segmentation 
Motion compensation is implemented by segmenting the current frame into perfectly 
tiling blocks. Ideally the frame dimensions are multiples of the block size and square 
blocks are most common. For architectural reasons block sizes of int~ger powers of 2 
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are preferred and so block size of 8 and 16 pixels predominate. Both MPEG and H.261 
video standards use blocks of 16x 16 pixels 
3.3.2 Search Threshold 
If the difference between the target block and the candidate block at the same position 
in the past frame is below some threshold then it is assumed that no motion has taken 
place and a zero vector is returned. Most video codecs employ a threshold in order to 
determine if the computational effort of a search is warranted. 
3.3.3 Block Matching 
Block matching is the most time consuming part of the encoding process. Each targeted 
block of the current frame is compared with the blocks in the past frame to find the best 
matching block. When the current frame is reconstructed by the recei \'cr this matching 
block (from the past frame) is used as a substitute for the block from the current frame. 
The substitute block must be as similar as possible to the one it replaces. Thus a 
matching criterion, or distortion function, is used to quantify the similarity bet\\ccn the 
target block and candidate block. 
3.3.4 Motion Vector Correction 
The motion \'ector will be calculated after the best substitute. or matching block. has 
bcen found for the target block. Thc motion \'cctor describes thc location of the 
matching block from the past frame \\'ith referencc to the po~ition of the tar~\..'t block in 
the current franle. Nc\'crthelcss the motion \'cctor mi~ht not correspond to the ~l\..'tllal 
motion in the scene due to noise. wcakncsscs in the matching algorithm. \ lotion \'l'\..'t(Jr 
----- - - - -----
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correction will be used after the vectors have been calculated in an attempt to correct 
them. The most widely used motion vector correction is smoothing techniques. 
3.3.5 Vector coding 
Once determined, motion vectors must be assigned bit sequences to represent them. :-\.S 
much of the compressed data will consist of motion vectors, the efficiency with which 
they are coded has a great impact on the compression ratio. In fact up to 40% of the bits 
transmitted by a codec might be taken up with motion vector data. Fortunately. the high 
correlation between motion vectors and their non-uniform distribution makes them 
suitable for further compression. This compression must be lossless. There are many 
lossless compression algorithms that are suitable for vector coding such as adaptive 
Huffman, Lempel-Ziv coding, variable length codes. The arithmetic and Huffman 
techniques performed best and the adaptive techniques using short term statistics 
performed better than those using long term statistics. The ISO/lEe video compression 
standard known as MPEG specifies variable length codes to be used for motion vectors. 
The zero vector, for example, has a short code, because it is the most frequently 
occurrIng. 
3.3.6 Prediction Error coding 
Although the battery of techniques described thus far can code \ideo signals very 
successfully, they rarely generate perfect replicas of the original frames. Thus the 
difference between a predicted frame and the original uncompressed frame might he 
coded. Generally this is applied on a block by block basis and only \\herc portions l)C 
the coded fran1e are significantly different from the original. Transform coding is most 
frequently used to achieve this and completely lossless coding is rarely a gnal. 
-~------ ~-~--~-----
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3.4 Summary 
The motion estimation is the main contribution of this research. It is a part of motion 
compensation technique and one of the inter frame coding techniques. In the beginning 
of this chapter, the overview of the inter frame coding techniques \\as explained then 
the motion compensated prediction was broadly described. The main steps of motion 
compensated prediction consist of frame segmentation. search threshold. block 
matching, motion vector coding and prediction error coding. The explanation of each 
step was shown. The principle of motion compensation is to find the best matching 
block. The current frame can be predicted from the previous frame known as reference 
frame by using that matching block. Fundamentally, the current frame is di\'ided into 
macroblocks. The size of macroblocks is a good trade-off between accuracy and 
computational complexity. Each macroblock is compared to macroblock in the 
reference frame using some matching criteria. and the best matching macroblock is 
selected. The most consuming time process is block matching. The block matching 
involved with search techniques and the matching criteria or distortion function. Both of 
these factors effect the operation time of motion compensation technique. To reduce the 
time consuming, both factors have to be taken into consideration. To understand tlK' 
motion estimation, the nature of the moving scene is investigated and the problems nf 
motion estimation will be pointed out in Chapter 4. The overview the motion estimation 
techniques will also be further explained. 
----------
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MOTION ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES 
FOR VIDEO CODING 
4.1 Introduction 
Motion Estimation (ME) IS a vital part of many well-known video compressIOn 
standards such as MPEG 1-2 and H.2611263. It is a core technique of the motion 
compensation. The motion estimation is a method that aims to extract the motion 
information from a sequence of time-varying video sequence. It plays an important role 
in video compression as it leads to compression gains. The difficulty of this approach 
lays undoubtedly in estimating accurately the motion between two frames. This is the 
goal of motion estimation. The motion estimation processes fundamentally analyses the 
perforn1ance on the encoder side. Two consecutive video frames are compared and the 
algorithm to find the motion between the two frames. It results in motion description: 
dense or discrete motion field and affine parameters. Then the transcription phase takes 
the result of the motion estimation and tries to describe it in the most compact 
representation. The aim of this step is efficient coding (so as to reach the required bit 
rate). This step is reversed at the decoder in order to get the initial motion estimation 
parameters back. It can be done with or \\·ithout losses. according to the type or 
transcription. The typical motion estimation processes are shown in the tigure (.t.1 ). 
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Figure (4.1) the Typical Motion Estimation Processes 
The motion estimation algorithms have been studied and developed for varIOUS 
applications in the field of image processing. The most important applications are image 
sequence analysis, image sequence interpolation, restoration and image sequence coding 
(video coding). The objective of motion estimation is very different depending on the 
applications. In image sequence analysis, the motion information is used to extract 
useful features of the image sequence. In image sequence interpolation and restoration, 
adaptive filtering exploits the motion information in order to avoid blurring of moving 
objects. Finally, in image sequence coding motion information allows the reduction in 
the temporal redundancies between successive frames. As the above applications are 
very different in nature, they have led to very different motion estimation algorithms. 
For example, in image sequence coding the motion estimation is used for predicti\'c 
coding. Thus the fact that it represents the motion in the scene is not an intrinsic goal. 
Therefore, the classical denomination of motion estimation is mayhc not complctely 
appropriate. Furthermore the motion information should usually be transmitted along 
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with the image sequence as overhead information, unless the decoder is able to 
reconstruct the motion field on-line as in pixel recursive motion estimation algorithms 
[37]. However, as this constraint restricts severely the motion estimation technique the 
prediction should be causal, in the coming discussion the assumption that motion 
vectors have to be transmitted to the decoder is made. Consequently. the motion 
estimation algorithms should provide a good prediction as well as low coding cost of 
side information. The fact of obtaining a very precise motion field. in the sens~ of th~ 
motion present in a sequence, is secondary. This chapter provides details about the 
motion estimation techniques for video coding. The most classical techniques are 
presented to highlight the contribution put forward by the present work. The most 
important motion estimation algorithms are reviewed together with the main concepts 
behind other techniques such as optical flow, pixel recursive motion estimation. A 
number of motion estimation techniques are described in details. 
4.2 The Fundamental of Motion Estimation 
A video sequence consists of the two-dimensional frames of brightness resulting from 
the projection of a three-dimensional (3D) scene onto a two-dimensional (20) plane. 
The 3D motion information of the objects also projected onto the 2D image plane. The 
presence of motion manifests itself on the image planes by changes of intensity \"alues 
of pixels along the times axis. Therefore the 2D motion estimation is not actually real 
motion. The apparent motion which occurred in the 20 image plan~ is referred as 
optical flow. To compute 3D and 20 motion sequence. there are some well-known 
unsolved problems that occur. These problems are: 
• 
The aperture problem \\hich is illustrated on figure ( .. L2). Any l)peration that 
ed( l/> t11I'l)llgh a local \\'indow ,\ can onl\" UlIl1pute th~ sees the movmg::-~ '-
-U-Il-in ~'s-i ,-,-I (-~r Se~~'(-·(/.'-·l-I e-l-'I-)('-n-1 -7-:r-I1(;-Y -----~ 2--
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• 
component of motion perpendicular to the edge. It means that in figure 4._. 
any of the vectors e, f or g would be convenient. The optical flo\\' i th ref r 
not uniquely determined by the local information in the chanain' TI b Imao ' 1 
problem is not sufficiently constrained: it is ill-posed. 
True ector 
A 
Previous Frame Current Frame 
Figure (4.2) Aperture Problent 
The correspondence problen1 which is depicted In figure (4.2) pr nt 
estimation algorithms from correctly putting in relation the intensit alu of 
successive frames, and results from the spatiotemporal ampling achie\ d 
during digital image acquisition. Indeed, it is not always possible to r p t the 
Nyquist frequency [38], particularly in the case of high patial fr qu n 1 
undergoing fast motions. A typical illustration of this kind of t mp ral ali inl2, 
i th "wh el" (figure 4.3): if the angular locit of th \Vh 1 i 
(n l n x fran1e rate) wh re n i the nun1b r of rail ,th r \\ill b n mbiguit> 
in th orr p nd n pr and th \Vh I 111 t turn in the r itt: 
i r ti n. 
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Figure (4.3) The Bicycle Wheel: ambiguity in the correspondence problem becall e 
• 
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Figure (4.4) the optica/flow is not always equal to tlte motioll Field. 
(a) Null optical flow during non-nulllnotion field. (b) Rel er e itllatioll. 
au n1 ti n timat b) tabli hing ITc p ndcll't.:"" ld\\t; J) 
u tV lI11ag inten i ti , n\ am r <. n ), q 1I an t i '1 tit n, I1t i . l 
\\ill 'a ll e <. dditi n<.l dirE ultic ', \ l:L tht.: illuminati)[l han" \\ ill 
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interpreted as motion effects and will distance the optical flow from the true 
motion field. Figure 4.4 (a) shows a smooth sphere rotating under constant 
illumination: the projected image does not change. yet the true motion field is 
non-null. On figure 4.4(b), a fixed sphere is illuminated bv a movino source' 
r C . 
shadow changes engender an optical flow, even if the true motion field is null. 
• Occlusions between moving objects such as appearance or disappearance of 
objects parts (because of (un)covering). create regions \vhere the observed 
intensities of previous frame do not have any correspondence in current frame. 
And the partial loss of the depth information does not provide enough 
information to recover the true motion. 
To solve these problems, the constraints have to be added so to reach a unique solution. 
There are two main types of constraints which are Preservation Constraint and 
Coherence constraint. 
4.2.1 Preservation Constraint 
This constraint considers that, if a luminous point of the scene is visible at time t- 1. it is 
also visible at time t. Moreover. it assumes that the luminance of a pixel is in\ariant 
with respect to the motion, i.e. that any temporal modification of the luminance 
distribution over the pixels is directly attributable to the pixel's motion. Such a 
hypothesis is correct \vhen the scene illumination is constant and uniform, and when the 
objects retlectance is Lan1bertian [39]. The preservation constraint has two classical 
formulations. 
DFD-based formulation. The Displaced Frame Difference (DI:l)) expresses the 
diffcrencl' bct\\ccn the luminance of the image at time t and the luminance or the il1l~lbe 
at til11l' t + dt havin!! undl'r!!one some displaccment (dx: dy): 
~ ~ -------
- - ---~ -- ~~---~~ ~----
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DFD(x, y; dx, dy,' t) = I(x + dx,' y + dy,' t + dt) -l(x,' v; () (4.1 ) 
Where I(x; y,' t) is the luminance of image luminance at point (x,y) at time t and l(x -
dx,' y + dy; t + dt) is the luminance of image at point (x+dx, y-ciy) at time t+dt. The 
preservation constraint consists in assuming that a motion vector (dr:; dy) that nullifies 
the DFD exists. If such a vector does not exist, the aim of the motion estimation is to 
determine the vector that minimises the DFD. The methods that use such a minimisation 
. . dx dl' 
process are called correlatIOn-based. Let u and v are local velocIty (u = - and \' = -' ). 
dt cit 
To compute the value of the DFD over a precise region, the criteria that are most 
frequently used are: 
• the absolute value of the DFD over all regIOn pixels with respect to local 
velocity [ u v] 
I IDFD(i,}; u, 1')1 (4.2) 
region (I ,J) 
Where i and} are integer numbers (1,2.3 ...... ) 
• the squared value of the DFD over all region pixels with respect to local n~locity 
[ 1I v] 
I(DFD(i,}:u, \,)y (4.3 ) 
region {I ,J) 
Where i and} are integer numbers (1.2,3, ..... ) 
• Both these criteria can be diyided by the total number of pixels taken into 
account, and are then respectiycly called the \kan :\bsolute Difference (\1.\1)) 
and the I\kan Square Error (I\lSE). 
---
----~-
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Differential formulation. If one cons'd th' fun 
1 ers e Image ction I continuous and 
possessing a derivative, a Taylor expansion (limited to the first order) provides: 
I(x+dx, y + dy; t + dt) = I(x; y; t)+ Ix(x; y; t)dx+ Iy(x,' y; t)dy + Ir(x,' y; t)dt (4.4) 
Where Ix(x; y,' t), Iy(x; y; t) and It (x; y; t) indicates the partial derivative of I with 
respect to x, y and t respectively. According to the rule of preservation constraint. it 
assume that the brightness of every points of moving or static object does not change in 
time. Because of this assumption: 
I(x+dx, y + dy; t + dt) = I(x,' y,' t) (4.5) 
Then 
Ix(x,' y,' t)dx+ Iy(x,' y,' t)dy + Ir(x; y; t)dt = 0 (4.6) 
Devided by dt then 
Ix(x; y; t)u+ Iy(x; y; t)v + Ir(x; y,' t) = 0 (4.7) 
dx dy 
u=-, v=-
dt dt (4.8) 
Where u and v are local velocity. The optical flow equation only allows one to compute 
the component of motion in the direction of the spatial gradient and requires additional 
hypotheses to suppress all uncertainties. 
4.2.2 Coherence Constraint 
This constraint assumes the cohesion of all the elements of a unique object. It is valid if 
the motion variation between the neighbouring elements of an area is limited. It can be 
implicitly expressed in two different ways thanks to the neighbourhood information: 
• Either with a region-based approach (all pixels of the region obey the same 
motion parameters); 
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• Either by the adoption of iterative or recursive solying methods that propagate 
the estimate of the neighbour pixels. 
The coherence constraint can also be explicitly expressed \\'hen restrictions are 
formulated about the motion nature (a priori information). or when regularisation is 
ensured by smoothing criteria. 
A remark should be made concerning the implicit formulation in terms of regions: on 
the one hand, segmentation is required in order to determine the yarious regions on 
which the coherence constraint should be applied. On the other hand, this segmentation 
should take the motion information into account so as to respect motion transitions. This 
problem arises as motion estimation requires segmentation. which requires motion 
estimation. Consequently, emerging techniques try to jointly solve the two problems. 
4.3 Estimation Methods 
Estimating methods aim to estimate the motion bet\\ccn succeSSIVC pictures. The 
important objective behind this is to minimise a function that expresses some of the 
constraints presented in the last section. The minimisation can be achieved in several 
ways and can be grouped into three main approaches: 
Differential methods: which are based on gradient measures. Direct differential 
methods aim at nullifying. the gradient of the function to be minimised \vhilc indirect 
differential methods converge towards a solution according to the gradient dircction, 
Iterativc and pixel recursiyc motion estimation algorithms are part of this class of 
methods. 
l\latching methods: are based on an explicit search rnr thc bcst matching 
hl't\\'L'L'1l two structures, The scarch for the bcst matching generally inn)l\es tr: ing all 
thc snl UtilH1S l)f the search space. Block- \1atching belongs to this class, 
l 'nin!rsiry (~/.\'t)H'C(lstle UpOI1 7)'11(' 
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Stochastic methods: use random choices to drive the exploration of the 
parameters space. They include Bayesian estimation~ Markov models and genetic 
algorithms. 
4.4 Background Techniques for Motion Estimation 
The approaches to motion estimation can be implemented in various ways. However the 
following background techniques for motion estimation are commonly used in the \\'ell 
known standards. 
4.4.1 Linear Regression 
Linear regression uses both the preservation constraint of equation (-t. 7) and a 
translational model of displacement for determined regions. The resolution OVCI' all the 
region pixels is achieved by a least square method, and provides the follo\\ing solution: 
('+.9) 
Where Ix (x,' )': t), IJ'(,' )',' t) and It (x,' )',' t) design the partial derivative of I with respect 
to x. y and t respectively. The value of i and j are integer numbers in the region R. 
Usually, the difference bet\\'een the t\\'o frames serves as temporal gradient and spatial 
gradients are digitally computed on the previous image. Small displacements can he 
measured \\ith this nlethod. 
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4.4.2 Iterative Motion Estimation 
A gradient-based motion estimation was proposed in [40] so as to determine the optical 
flow. It was one of the very first methods established to sol\'e equation (-+.7). In order to 
correctly constrain the problem, Hom and Schunck have added an a priori smoothness 
condition on the resulting optical flow: the value of the gradient module had to be as 
small as possible. The problem then moves to a cost function minimisation. with the 
function expressed as: 
(-+.10) 
Where ux, uY' Vx and Vy are the partial first derivatives of the two optical flo\\' (u: v) 
components, and A is a (Lagrange) constant that balances the importance of the error in 
the motion equation and the penalty of departure from smoothness. A solution provided 
to this minimisation problem is: 
" II U m - (-+.11) 
"-
V "m - (-+.12) 
\\'I1L're 1111/ and \'/1/ are local average of u and \' 
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Final determination of the optical flow can then be based on an iteratiy Gau ~ id I 
method, refining U, and v, using U,_I and " ' _ I (i is the iteration numb r until rt 111 
convergence criterion is reached. 
A sample of gradient-based motion estimation is as illustrated in figur 4. - . Thi 
technique provides a dense motion field (one motion vector for every pix I th ding 
cost is very high. This is the major reason why it is practicall nev r u d D r c ding but 
for analysis instead. 
... - ... ~ .. ----- ... - - . ... 
(a) (b) 
. . .. . 
(c) 
Figure (4.5) Lil11it of iterati e motioll determination: (a) pltere at (illl ' ( 
(b) Applied motioll field 011 I (t -1) ~ ) Defected opti al j70H 
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4.4.3 Pixel Recursive Algorithms 
Pixel recursive [37] motion estimation algorithms estimate 2D motion recursiveh on a 
pixel basis: given an initial estimation for eyery point, d, = (u , : ", ). a correction i~ 
carried out according to the resulting DFD: 
d. 1 == d. + I1d. 1+ 1 1 (4.1~) 
with I1d i = (6u i ;8v,) the update term of iteration i. The iteration can be ~xecuted along 
a scan line or from line to line or from frame to frame: the technique is then respectin?ly 
denoted pixel recursive estimation with horizontal, vertical or temporal recursion. The 
basic assumption of this technique is that the DFD converges locally to zero when thc 
estimated motion converges to the actual movement of the object point. The aim is thus 
to recursively minimise the squared value of the DFD using a steepest-descent 
(gradient) method: 
d,+\ = d i - £DFD(x. y: u. ")Vd, (DFD(x. y: li. ,.)) (4.14) 
Where V d
i 
is the gradient operator with respect to di and £ is a positivc constant. 
Noting that 
V d, (DFD(x. y: u. ,.)) = VI . [u "J (4.1~) 
Where VIis the spatial image gradient, we obtain: 
d \ = d - £(DFD(x. l':U. ,.))\ j. [u \.] 
1+ I . 
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. ~ .. 
£ is a regulating parameter that achieves quick but sometimes oscillating con\~rgence 
if it is high, or slow but accurate estimate if it is small. More advanced techniques use a 
variable £ to improve both the convergence speed and the solution accuracy. Evaluation 
of pixel recursive methods is very similar to the evaluation of iterative methods. In fact. 
the pixel recursive methodology has been applied to inter frame codin~ usin~ the 
~ ~ 
scheme of figure (4.6), which implies a high computation cost. In addition to th~ 
problem of properly computing the gradient, pixel recursive methods also estimate a 
motion field generally too smooth (like iterative methods). 
4.5 The Block-Matching Algorithm (BMA) 
Since its introduction by Jain and Jain in 1981, the Block Matching Algorithm (BMA) 
has emerged as the ME technique achieving the best compromise bet\\'~en complexity 
and quality: a fast estimation procedure allows obtaining a block-based motion field that 
is transmitted at low-cost. An appropriate choice of the block size offers one a 
compromise between adaptation to small moving objects (performed by small blocks) 
and robustness against noise (performed by large blocks). These properties have granted 
the BMA to be included in most video standards like H.263 [41]. MPEG- L 2 [-+2] and 
MPEG-4 [43]. 
4.5.1 BMA Principle 
The principle of the BMA is to apply a translational motion model to sub-blocks of the 
image. For eyery block, the matching measure is based on the DisplaceJ I:rame 
Difference (01-'0). The BMA in inter frame coding make the follo\\ing assumption. 
• Objects move in translation in a plane that is parallel to the camera plane. that is. 
the effect of cmnera zoom and object rotation are not considered. 
---- ------- ---------:6~3---~ 
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• Illumination is spatially and temporally uniform, that is, the lev I f li~hting i 
constant throughout the image and does not change 0 er time . 
• Occlusion of one object by another, and un co ered background ar 
The assumption neglects the problem of illumination changing 0 er tim whi h in u ' 
optical flow. The occlusion problem of the third assumption retl r to th un ver 
background problem. For the area of an uncovered background in the r tI r n fram 
no optical flows can be found in the reference frame. Although the e a un1pti n 
not always hold for the real world video sequence they are still u ed b ~ man ' m ti n 
estimation techniques. 
The BMA scheme' s source frame is segmented into distinct block and th M ti n 
Vector of each block is obtained using block matching methods around a ifi d 
search window in the previous frame. The predicted frarne is th n obtain d from the 
motion compensated previous frame of translated blocks. The sample of m ti n 
prediction is shown in figure (4.6). 
~, --. 
.. 
~ 
~, 
/ ~ \ 
D n p 
Pr i u Frar11 UITcnt Fram 
Fioure (4.6) tlte exaJllple of ~Jotioll Vector Predi fllioll 
' r m figure (4. ), th Uff nt fr me i fir t i\ i int bll k. '. 1 'h hit k \\ ill th 11 
't:Gr h tht: ~ r \ i U 1'r me t find th bl.: t m t hin~ t 1 k. u in!!. .. ar hall orithm \\ ith 
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a matching criteria. After the best matching block is found the motion Yectors can be 
determined. As shown in figure( 4.6), the block which contains a star in the current 
frame can be also found in the previous frame by moving to the left. 
4.5.2 Search Techniques 
The location of the best match within the search area is based on an error crikrion (e .g. 
the MAD requires intensive computation when it is performed using a FS method~. 
Therefore, several complexity-reduced algorithms have been proposed for a faster 
search for the minimum DFD such as the three step search algorithm (3SS) and the ne\\ 
three step search algorithms (N3SS). The details of the search techniques \\ill be 
explained in chapter 5. 
4.5.3 Advanced Possibilities 
Computation of dense motion field is based on the BMA. In this case, the minimisation 
of the error function is computed for each image pixel. In order to reduce the probability 
of false matches caused by noise, the matching criterion (e.g. the MSE) relies on a 
square window around the pixel. Sub-pixel accuracy is possible when the SMA is 
computed backwards. It means that blocks of image t are searched for in image t -1 with 
a step of half a pixel (which requires interpolation functions of course) or with Io\\er 
fraction of a pixel. Such half-pixel accuracy is often used so as to compensate for the 
interpolation effects engendered by the small displacements of the camera. 
-1.6 Summary 
In this chapter. the ill-posed problems \\ere pointed out including aperture, 
correspondence, ambiguity and occlusion problems. These problcIl1~ pccur ~ince the 
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moving of the objects in video sequence is not the real movement. The 2-D motion 
information is actually resulted from the projection of real 3-D motion information on 
the 2-D plane. These problems are considered to be unsolved problems. Haying 
understood these problems, the assumption such as preservation constraint and 
coherence constraint were introduced. These assumptions are behind the motion 
estimation techniques. In this chapter. the background techniques also \vere explained 
including optical flow, pixel recursive and block matching. The optical flow and pixel 
recursive are usually used for the analytic techniques and the block matching is used for 
the compression. The principle of the BMA is to apply a translational motion model to 
sub-blocks of the image. For every block, the matching measure is based on the 
matching criteria or distortion functions. The details of matching criteria or distortion 
functions will be explained later on in chapter 6. 
---- -----~.--- --~ 
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SEARCH ALGORITHMS IN 
MOTION ESTIMATION 
5.1 Introduction 
Video compression is vital for efficient storage and transmission of digital signal. Thc 
hybrid video coding techniques based on predictive and transform coding arc adoptcd 
by many video coding standards such as ISO MPEG-l/2 and ITU-T H.2611263, o\\ing 
to its high compression efficiency. Motion compensation is a predictive technique for 
exploiting the temporal redundancy between successive frames of video sequence. 
Block matching techniques are widely used in motion estimation method to obtain the 
motion compensated prediction. By splitting each frame into macroblocks, motion 
vectors of each macroblock are obtained by using block matching algorithms (or motion 
estimation algorithms). Block matching is a correlation technique that searches for thc 
best match between the current image block and candidates in a confined area of the 
previous frame. The size of the block affects the performance of the motion estimation. 
Small block sizes afford good approximations to the natural object's boundaries: they 
also provide good approximation to real motion, \\'hich is approximatcd by a piecc\\'i~l' 
translation movement. Ho\\'cYeC small block size produce a large amount or ra\\ motion 
information. \\'hich increases the number of transmission bits or the requircd Jata 
cOl11prl'ssion complexity to condense this motion information. 
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From a performance viewpoint, small blocks also suffer from the object (block) 
ambiguity problem and the random noise problem. Large blocks. on the other hand. may 
produce less accurate motion vectors since a large block may likely contain pixels 
movIng at different speed and in different directions. In entertainnlent and 
teleconferencing typical picture size ranges from 240 lines by 352 pixels to 1 080 line~ 
by 1920 pixels (HDTV). Block sizes of 8 x 8 or 16 x 16 are generally considered adequate 
for these applications. The motion vector of each macroblock can be found by the most 
obvious and simplistic method, FS algorithm. All possible displacements in the search 
window are evaluated using block matching criteria (cost function). The block matching 
criteria has a direct impact on the performance of an algorithm. so it is necessary to 
choose a proper matching function in the process of searching for the optimal point. The 
advantage of FS is that we can find the absolute optimal solution. Ho\vever. its high in 
computational complexity which makes it impossible for real-time implementation. 
Because the computational complexity of video compression, the compression 
efficiency and the compression quality is determined by the motion estimation 
algorithm, development of Fast Motion Estimation Algorithm for real-time application 
becomes an important research issue. The computational complexity of a motion 
estimation technique can then be determined by three factors: 
1. search algorithm 
2. Cost function/matching criteria 
3. Search range parameter 
To reduce the computational complexity. these factors have to be taken into account. 
i\ tany approaches have been proposed in the research community. However. these 
approaches can be grouped into three main categories \\'hich arc: 
• 
those that reduce the candidate blocks for searching motion vectors. such 
as the three-step search. Cross SL'afch and the bst full search: 
--~---_.- ------~ ---
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• those that reduce the calculated pixels for computing the distortion 
measure, such as the normalised partial distortion search algorithm and 
subsampling block matching; 
• those that reduce the current blocks for employing block matching. such 
as subblock matching. 
Even though the FS method requires high computation, it is still a favourite for an 
application that needs to be very accurate such as those in medical imaging. Howe\er 
'- .... 
some applications such as mobile communication. where accuracv is not a serious 
problem, the fast search algorithms are the best choice. 
In this chapter, the conventional full search algorithm and the fast search algorithms. 
Three Step Search (3SS), New Three Step Search (N3SS) and One At A Time (OlA) 
will be explained. Motion compensation using the OT A algorithm and the N3SS 
algorithm are compared with the 3SS algorithm and their performance are analysed. 
5.2 Full Search Block-Based Motion Estimation 
In this BMA, each block within a given search window is compared to the current 
chosen block and the best match is chosen. The best block matching is obtained hy one 
of the block tnatching criterion or cost function. The search is carried out in the entire 
past fran1e. This method is considered to give the best video quality and ease of 
implementation. However. this method requires intensive computational complexity. In 
order to reduce the computational complexity of full search algorithm. other kchniques 
such as sub-sampling, coarse quantisation. vector quantisation and transform coding arL' 
normally used. These approaches are helpful to upgrade the processing speed or \.~. Hut 
the video quality degrades simultaneously. 
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If the block size is MxM pixels and the maximum displacement in the horizontal and 
vertical direction are W pixels then the search area will be of size (Nh-:2 \V) (\ 1-:2 \\' l. as 
is depicted in Figure (5.1). With one pixel accuracy the search area will contain (2\V+ 1) 
(2W+ 1) distinct, but overlapping blocks. 
M+2W 
M 
M+2W 
M 
w 
MxM block in the 
Current frame 
Search area in 
the previous 
frame 
Figure (5.1) Block in the Current Frame and Search Area in the Previous Frame 
It is clearly that the longer the allowable displacement the greater the probability of 
finding a good match. The number of the candidate blocks n within the search area in 
') 
the previous frame increases with the function: n = 4 W-+4 W+ 1, as the displacement \V 
increase. This can result in a very large number of candidate blocks being comparcd 
with the block in the current frame. The method of considering eycry candidate block in 
the search area as a potential match is known as the FS method. 
--
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5.3 Fast Search Block-Based Motion Estimation 
The computational complexity of the FS algorithm is too high for real time application. 
Because of this acute problem of complexity, several fast search algorithms han:~ been 
developed [56-105]. The fast search algorithm aims to reduce the severe problem of the 
speed of operation. However, the disadvantage of the fast search algorithms lies in the 
quality of the reconstructed frame. Most of the fast search algorithms etTect the 
performance of the reconstructed frame. Thus the good fast search algorithms hayc to be 
compromised between the speed of operation and the quality of the reconstructed frame. 
The first fast search was introduced in 1981 by Jain and Jain [45] and is known as the 2-
D logarithmic search. Since then there have been a number of fast search algorithm 
that have been developed. Almost at the same time as Jain and Jain's development the 
three step search (3SS) was proposed by Koga [71]. The 3SS is slightly better in 
performance than the 2-D logarithmic. The 3SS is considered to be the landmark for the 
fast search algorithms. The basic operation of the three step search is the fundamentals 
of most of the new approaches available nowadays. The 3SS is well-known and relevant 
to MPEG standards. 
5.3.1 Three Step Search Algorithm (3SS) 
The basics of the three step search are very simple to understand and to implement. The 
three-step search is similar to the 2-D logarithmic. The major difference bet\\een 3SS 
and 2-D logarithn1ic are the use of matching criteria and the searching pattern. The ~SS 
is a fine-coarse search mechanism \\'ith logarithmic decreasing in step size is picked. 
Nine checking points are n1atched including the centre block and the eight hlocks at a 
distance equals to each step size. The centre moyes to the point \\'ith the minimum 
distort inn and the step size is halycd. The procedure is repeated until the final step. 
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which yields the motion vector. If the search region sr = 7, the number of the checking 
points required is (9+8+8) = 25. For larger search regions a selectiye procedure of the 
step size should be applied, in order for the three steps to remain. The 3SS is one of the 
most popular fast BMA and it is also recommended in H.261 owing to its simplicity and 
effectiveness. One problem that occurs with the 3SS is that it uses a uniformly allocated 
checking point pattern in the first step, which becomes in efficient when small \ 1 E is 
required. 
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• Points for Stage 1 • Points For Stage2 • Points for Stage 3 
Figure (5.2) Search Pattern of Three Step Search 
5.3.2 New Three Step Search Algorithm (N3SS) 
This algorithn1 aims to improve the perfom1ance of the conventional three step "c~lr(h 
. fi' d db"R L' B /'11(1 and\lL.Liouin 1994 The N3SS algonthn1 \\"as lrst mtro uce : . 1. . ,L 2" .' 
I f h· algorl'thn1 are \"cn similar to the .'~ ~ ~ algorithm. Ihe [7~J. The fundamenta 0 t IS 
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difference is that it picks eight more blocks near the centre block for comparison as 
shown in the figure (5.3). The basic idea of this method is the fact that most small 
motion videos are centre biased. These eight more blocks are helpful for small motion 
estimation. Other stages are just the same as that of the 3SS. This method is considered 
to be very simple and robust. The quality of the reconstructed image is slightly better 
than 3SS. 
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• Points for Stage 1 • Points For Stage2 • Points for Stage 3 
Figure (5.3) Search Pattern of New Three Step Search 
However, the improvement in the image quality is not \'ery significant as shown in 
figure (5.4)-(5.6). The N3SS algorithm is implemented and tested by using a Pentium .t 
processor, 2.40 GHz. 
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PSNR Performance of "Claire" 
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Figure (5.4) Comparative PSNR Performance between 3SS and N3SS using "Claire" 
PSNR Performance of "earphone" 
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Figure (5.5) Comparative PSNR Performance between 3SS and N3SS using 
"Car ph one " 
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PSNR Performance of '"Foreman" 45r-~--~--~-'~~--~ __ ~==~~ 
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Figure (5.6) Comparative PSNR Peiformance between 3SS and N3SS using 
"Foreman" 
The N3SS and 3SS algorithms are tested uSIng the first 90 frames of "Claire", 
"Carphone" and "Foreman" video sequences. Each current frame is predicted from the 
previous frame. The average performance of the 3SS can be summarised in Table 5.1. 
Average PSNR (dB) 
Claire Carephone Foreman 
N3SS 41.65 33.16 32.02 
3SS 41.62 32.82 31.53 
Table 5.1 Average PSNR of N3SS and 3SS 
The main disadvantage of this method is obvious because of the additional test of eight 
more blocks for first stage. The numbers of comparisons increase and therefore result in 
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an increase in the time consumped [106] . The a erage time taken by the 
3SS are shown in the figure (5.7) 
Claire Carphone Foreman 
Figure (5.7) tlte Operation Time of 3SS and N3SS 
and th 
03SS 
.N3SS 
Even though the quality of reconstruction improves, the complexity of algorithm 
increases dramatically. The procedure of motion estimation along 90 fran1 of id 
sequence requires approximately 63 seconds for 3SS and 73 .72 seconds for the N3 
The Average searching points are 25 and 33 for the 3SS and the N3S re pecti 
[106]. Therefore, taking everything into account, the 3SS is still favoured 0 r th 
N3SS as it is widely adopted by the international standard [18][20][31] . 
5.3.3 One at a Time Algorithm (OTA): 
This algorithm is another simple and efficient way to find the right I ti n f 
cOtTe ponding block [73]. Initially we pick three block horizontall at th ntr 
ar h ar a a hown in the figure (5.8) [109] and compare th m v ith a parti ular bl k 
mat hing crit rion. If th centre block has the n1inimum di t rti n mpared \\ ith the 
pr i u fram ,th 11 w b gin our earch on th v rti al dire ti 11. 
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Figure (5.8) Search Pattern of One at a Time Algorithm 
If the minimum distortion does not appear at the centre location, we continue looking in 
that direction till we find the block with minimum distortion. Then the search turns to 
the vertical direction. The direction of the search is the same as the way we search in the 
horizontal direction. Finally, the location of the right block and the motion vector are 
determined. This method is very simple in computation and the processing time is vcry 
reduced. However the quality of matching is not very good as shown in figure (5.9) 
[107][108]. From figure (5.9) the current frame is the second frame in a ro\\, of 
"Carphone" video sequence. The motion vectors are derived from the first frame of the 
sequence. The reconstructed frame is shown in the bottom left comer. 
FrOln the results shown in figure (5.9), the subjective quality of "earphone" using thc 
OTA is hard to see. The predicted frame is not good. The "Carphone" video sequence is 
considered to have slow movement. The prediction of the video frame is simple but the 
OTA cannot even achieve good reconstructed pictures. 
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Reference Frame Current Frame 
50 100 150 
Motion Vector Field (using One at a Time Search) Predicted Frame (using One at a IJme Search) 
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Figure (5.9) the Subjective Performance of One at a Time Algorithm Using 
"earphone" 
5.4 Summary 
Four algorithms were discussed in this chapter: FS, 3SS, N3SS and OT . Th 
algorithms have their own characteristics and all have their own ad antage and 
disadvantages. The Full-Search Algorithm achieves the best PSNR p rb r111 n 
however the cOlnputational complexity of the FS algorithm is extremel high. thi 
t chnique is not suitable for real-time applications. From the simulation r ult r r, 
th new three step search seems to be more efficient than the 3 in t fIn f the 
r n truct d in1ag . N elihele the compl xit f 3 i n tag d a lh .., 
Th T an th r In th d which i propo d. Th impl nl ntati n f L \ I imI 1 ' 
ut the qualit ' f th pr di ti nIp r. Th pr di ti n 1 c than _ 
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and N3SS. Having considered the advantages and disadvantages of those four 
algorithms, we can conclude that the 3SS is considered as the best choice among them. 
The 3SS algorithm is robust and the implementation is simple. The 3SS algorithm is a 
good trade off between the quality of prediction and the speed of operation. Moreover 
the 3SS algorithm is still considered highly and is used for the well-known international 
standards. Most researchers use the 3SS as a benchmark to compare new algorithms. 
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SEARCH ALGORTIHMS DESIGN AND 
IMPLEMENTAION 
6.1 Introduction 
To design the algorithms, many aspects that have impact on the performance of 
algorithm have to be carefully justified. One of the factors which affect the performance 
of the algorithms is the matching criteria. Thus the choice of matching criteria is one of 
the crucial factors which need to be considered. Some matching criteria require a greater 
computation time so these matching criteria will affect the speed of the algorithms. 
However, some high computational matching criteria achieve good matching result. The 
trade-off between the speed of operation and the quality has to be calibrated. The choice 
of matching criteria varies with the application. To implement the searching algorithm. 
the well-known benchmarks such as Foreman, Carphone and Claire are likely to be used 
for the simulation purpose. Each of these video sequences has their own characteristics. 
Every algorithm in this thesis is tested by using these well-known video sequences. 
This chapter explains the nlethodology used to design and implement the block 
matching algorithms. To design the algorithms, simulation needs to be considered 
carefullY. Several factors need to be taken into account. This chapter also c\plains the 
main t:lctors that need to be considered \\"hen designing the algorithm. 
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The characteristics that need to be assessed and the performance of the algorithm are 
discussed. In addition, simulations of the well-known methods are given. 
6.2 Simulation Environment for the Performance Evaluation 
6.2.1Measurement Parameters 
• Predicted Image Quality 
The image quality is the main performance which every algorithm aims to achieve. The 
performance of search algorithms cannot be simulated without this quality assessment. 
The image quality assessment which is used in all of the algorithms in this thesis is 
Peak-Signal-Noise-Ratio (PSNR). In addition to PSNR, the subjective quality is taken 
into account. Although some of the reconstructed images cannot achieve a good PSNR. 
but the subjective quality is acceptable. 
• The Time of Operation 
This parameter is defined as the amount of time required to compress and decompress a 
picture for one image frame. Generally, the faster the compression/decompression can 
be performed, the better. Fast compression time increases the speed with which 
resulting compressed image can be created. Fast decompression time increases the 
speed with which the user can display and interact with the reconstructed images. 
6.2.2 Sources of Video Sequence 
There are 7 classical (benchmark) video sequences widely used for the simulation 
purposes. these are Claire, Miss America, Salesman, Suzie, Carphonc, Trcvor and 
Foreman. Each video sequence has its OWI1 characteristics. The characteristics of the 
video sequcncc are shown in the table 6.1. 
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1. Claire 
2. Miss 
America 
3. Salesman 
4. Suzie 
5. Carphone 
6. Trevor 
7. For man 
(251-350) 
Search Algorithms De ign and Imp/em nr {ion 
Similar characteristics with the 
sequence Miss America 
Still camera, with slight movement of 
the person's head 
The man sitting still at the table, with 
his flexible gesture kept changing. 
A woman making a phone call , with 
a big movement from frame 50 to 70 
(she puts down the headphone and 
swings her long hair), the headphone 
passing in and out of the camera lens 
A little bit more complicated, with 
the car running, the counter-
marching trees can be seen through 
the window. At the 55 th frame, his 
mouth opens dramatically. 
The whole image is split into 6 sub-
ones, with their own separate 
behaviours. At the 61 st frame, 
camera is suddenly switched to 
another speaker, who does not belong 
to the gang of former 6. 
Containing all the characteristics of 
the vid os above while from frame 
251 to 250, with camera zooming 
and camera mo ing to an ab olutel 
Table 6.1 Characteri tic of the Benchmark ideo eque/l e 
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The video sequences can be divided into 3 main groups according to the nature of the 
movement. 
(1) Quasi-stationary sequences with small movements: E.g. Claire. Miss :-\merica 
and Salesman. The person in the video is almost still, but with small movement on 
part of hislher body. 
(2) Quasi-stationary sequences with objects moving in and out and relative bigger 
movements E.g. Suzie, Carphone and Trevor. Suzie has an object (headphone) 
passing in and out of the camera. Carphone has his mouth dramatically opened. and 
the camera is switched on suddenly in the sequence Trevor. Some objects are 
involved with big movement, either rushing into the scene as a new object or 
moving out. 
(3) Quasi-stationary sequences with camera movement and camera zoom: E.g. 
Foreman (frame 251-340). Camera is held still until frame 250. and then it is slightly 
zoomed out and moved from the speaker to the wall. The final scene is totally 
different from the first 250 frames. There are, of course, objects moving in and out 
of the camera. For simulation purpose, only 3 video sequences which are taken from 
each group are adequate. The most favourite chosen video sequences in this thesis 
are Claire, Foreman and Carphone. 
6.3 The Matching Criteria 
The matching criteria are an essential part of the perfom1ance of the search algorithms. 
The choice of a n1atching criteria is crucial for the reason that the block matching 
sometimes requires the distortion function to be evaluated se\'eral thousands of times. 
Several matching criteria are proposed for the research algorithm so t~lr such as \ kan 
Square (l\ ISE). l\ lean .. \bsolute differences (\ 1:\0). :":ormalised C[(lss-correiatinn 
function (NCF) and Number of Threshold Oiffc~·ence_~~l~TD). The~~~J_~ctilm~r t~l' 
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matching function has a direct impact on the computational complexity and the coding 
efficiency. Let m x , my represent a motion vector candidate inside the search region and 
the m and n are the dimensions of the blocks. The value of i and j are integer numbers 
(1,2,3, .... ) and the In and In-I are the intensity values of the current frame and previous 
frames respectively. The Matching criteria can be found from the following equations: 
i. Normalised cross-correlation function (NCF): 
ii. Mean Absolute Differences(MAD): 
m n 
MARx,y) (mx, my) = II Ifn(x+i,y+ j)- fn_l(x+i-l11:'(,Y+ j-n11 ) I (6.2) 
i=1 j=1 
iii. Mean Square Error(MSE): 
m n .' 2 
MSH' (m m) = ~~{t (x +i,Y + j) -In-I (x +1 -mx ,Y + } -my)) (6.3) 
-'-(X ,y) x' y ~~v n 
i =1 j =1 
IV. Number of Threshold Differences(NTD): 
m n 
NTIix,y) (mx,my) = IIN(fn(x+z",y+ j)'!n_l(x+z' -mx'y+ j -my)) (6.-+) 
i=1 j=1 
Where 
is the counting function with threshold To 
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To estimate the motion vectors, we normally maximise the alue of CF and rnininli 
the value of the other three matching criteria. NCF requires er high omputati n 
the other matching functions are regarded as more practical, and the perform alnl t 
equally well for real images. NCF is the matching proposed to impro e the p rforman 
of the PSNR. Nevertheless the MSE and MAD are likely to be u ed in mo t f th 
research environments because of their low computational compI ity and im 1 
implementation [73]. 
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Figure (6.1) the Comparison of Matching Criteria 
The perfonnance of the matching criteria is compared in the figur .l. hi t t i 
imulated by u ing the Carphone ideo sequenc . Th fir t 50 fram qlH.:n 
ar inluIat d b u ing th MPEG ncoder. Thi imulati n aml t I1l pJ.r ~ the 
p rt rnlan f3 1 . ., 1 P R n be a hie\ d b\ with th difti r nt ll1at 11l1g fIt n. 1 
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chosen. Nevertheless, if the consideration of the computational complexity is taken into 
account, the MAD is the best choice among those three matching criteria. The 
calculation of the MAD is simple as it is a straightforward mathematical operation. The 
MSE is slightly more complex than the MAD as it needs the square mathematical 
operation calculated on every pair of pixels in the search area. The NCF is the worst 
matching criteria among them because the computation is very complicated as it needs 
several mathematical operations. 
6.4 Characteristics of a good search algorithm 
There are a set of requirements for a good search algorithm, even though any realistic 
algorithm cannot achieve all these goals simultaneously. From this set of requirements 
some will have to be inadequately fulfilled so as to enhance the others. 
1. Convergence - the search algorithm should converge to the optimum point in 
finite steps for a finite search region. 
ii. Fewer search points - the total number of search points necessary for finding the 
optimum point should be as few as possible. This measure could be evaluated 
either in the worst case or in the average case. 
111. Fewer search steps - the total number of search steps necessary for finding the 
optimum point should be as few as possible. 
IV. Noise immunity - the search algorithm should converge independently of the 
noise in the data. 
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6.5 Simulation of the well-known search algorithms 
The simulation of the well-known search algorithms haye been tested and implemented 
on the Pentium4, 2.4GHz computer. The algorithms are created by using ~lA TLAB. 
The metric time and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) are used to e\'aluate the 
algorithms. The subjective quality of prediction is also assessed to support the 
performance. The subjective quality is used to justify if the prediction is perceptible or 
not. The benchmarks video sequences are used for the simulation purpose. The 
condition of the simulation can be summarised in the table 6.2 
Maximum Displacement 7 (-7 - 0 - +7) 
Cost Function MAD 
Block Size 8 by 8 
Source Video Sequence QCIF 176 * 144 yideo 
sequence 
Performance assessment PSNR and Operation Times 
Table 6.2 Summarisation of the condition of simulation 
The procedure starts from the video sequence are fed into the system. The video 
sequence is in the qcif format file which each file consists of the three main 
components, YUV. Nevertheless only Y component or luminance component is taken 
into consideration because the motion estimation fundamentally uses only intensity 
value of pixels to calculate the matching criteria or distortion functions. The yidL'o 
sequence will be extracted into single frames. These frames \\ill be further passed to the 
block nlatching process. The steps of block motion estimation can be summarised as 
below: 
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Stepl: The video sequence is divided into single frames. The two consecutiye 
frames are fed into the block base motion estimation scheme. 
Step2: The first frame came in is considered as the past frame and the secund 
frame came in is considered as the current frame. 
Step3: The current frame segmented into perfectly tiling blocks and the block 
size is 8 x 8 pixels. 
Step4: Each targeted block of the current frame is compared with the blocks in 
the past frame to find the best matching block. The matching blocks must 
be as similar as the targeted block. The matching criteria or distortion 
function is used to quantify the similarity between the target block and 
candidate block. 
Step5: The search algorithm is used to design a pattern how the targeted block is 
compared with the candidate blocks. There are several search algorithms 
have been proposed. The search algorithms will be explained in details 
later in this chapter. 
Step6: After the best matching block is found. The motion vector can be also 
found by considering the best matching block compared with the target 
block. Motion vector will give information about the translational model 
of the best matching block. 
Step7: The current frame is predicted by using the intensity yalue of the block 
fron1 the previous fran1e with the translational model. 
The n10st important part of the motion compensation is the search algorithm. The search 
algorithm must efficiently find the best matching blocks. The simulation of the 
al~orithl11s in this research followed steps as lkscrihed ahoye. The main Jirkrence or 
'-
--
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each algorithm is search pattern in stepS. The process can be viewed in the diagram in 
figure (6.2). 
Past Frame Current Frame 
~Ir 
I Frame Segmentation I 
cks 
~, ~,Blo 
I Search Threshold \ 
" 
, 
I Block Matching I 
Motion Vector 
" 
Ir 
I Motion Compensation I 
Reconstructed Frame 
,Ir 
Figure (6.2) Motion Compensation Process 
6.5.1 FS Algorithm 
FS algorithm is considered to give the best performance in term of the quality of 
reconstructed image. However, the time of the operation of this method is extremely 
high. The Sample of Motion Estimation using FS Algorithm is shown in the figure (6.2) 
------------------:::~------------------- --
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Figure (6.3) The Sample of Motion E tbnation 1I ing FS Aloorithm 
As shown in figure (6_3), the two upper ilnage ar th third and th ~ urih riginal 
frames of the video sequence_ The lower left diagram how th moti n bd\\ n 
the two original images_ The lower image is the prediction of the fourth fram b ' u ing 
ME algorithn1_ The prediction of the fourth frame i d ri d fr m th third rigin I 
fram by adding the information of the motion h arr \ in the 1 \\er left 
diaoraln h w th dir ction wh r D urth fr m m \ Il1 1 Cr 111. I r 
th r i n m n1 nt f th bl k b t\ n th [ram , ur in tt:Jd t arr )\\. 
r m figure ), th pr di ti n f th f rth fr min g th ril.!.in~ I f1 ll1 in '-' 
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Test sequence: "Claire" 
Original Frame Predicted Frame 
Frame#10 Frame#10(PSNR=39.37dB) 
Frame#20 Frame#20 (PSNR=39.97dB) 
Frame#30 Frame#30 (PSNR=40.74 dB) 
Fran1 #40 Fram #40(P R=45 . 
Fiollre (6.4) 'Claire" Subjective qualif) of til e predicted f rame u ill (l 
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Test sequence: "Foreman" 
Original Frame Predicted Frame 
Frame#10 Frame#l 0(PSNR=32.1 OdB) 
Frame#20 Frame#20 (PSNR=30.84dB) 
Frame#30 Frame#30 (PSNR=31.39 dB) 
Fran1 #40 Fram #40 P 
Figure (6.5) HFOrel1tall" Subjective quality o/tlle predicted/rame II i11 F. 
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Test sequence: "earphone" 
Original Frame Predicted Frame 
Frame#10 Frame#10(PSNR=32.89dB) 
Frame#20 Frame#20 (PSNR=31.93dB) 
Frame#30 Frame#30 (PSNR=30.69 dB) 
Fran1 #40 Fram #40(P R= .41 d 
Figure (6.6) "earphone' Subjective quality of the predicted frame II ill (1 r, ~ 
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Having implemented the FS algorithm, the sUbjectiye quality of the prediction i~ 
assessed as well as object quality. The performances of the FS algorithm in terms of 
subjective quality are shown in figure (6.4)-(6.6). Figure (6.4)-(6.6) are the results of the 
predicted frame using the FS algorithm. The frames on the left hand side are the original 
frame of the 10th , 20th, 30th, and 40th frame in a row. Each original frame is compared 
with the previous frames which are the 9th, 19th, 29th and 39 th . The motion vectors are 
derived by a comparison between those two consecutive frames using the i\L\D 
matching criteria. The simulation is performed in the same way as that of figure (6.3). 
The subjective quality of the predicted frame is shown in the right hand side of the 
figures. The value of PSNR is also shown in the figures. Figure (6.4) shows that the FS 
algorithm can achieve both the subjective quality and objective quality for most of the 
case in the Claire video sequence. The PSNR is higher than 39 dB. The FS algorithms 
can also achieve the subjective quality of the Carphone and Foreman video sequence as 
shown in figure (6.5) and (6.6). 
rn 
~ 
PSNR Performance of "Claire" Using Full Search 
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Figure (6.7) The PSJ'lR PerforlllallCe of "Claire" over 90 frames usillg FS 
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PSNR Performance of "Carphone" Using Full Search 
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Figure (6.8) The PSNR Performance of "earphone" over 90 frames using FS 
PSNR Performance of "Foreman" Using Full Search 
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Figure (6.9) The PSNR Performance of "Foreman" over 90 frames usillg FS 
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The PSNR performance is simulated as it is an objective quality assessment. There arc 
two sets of PSNR simulated. One is the PSNRI that is the difference between the 
current frame and the reference frame. The value of this PSNR aims to measure the 
difference between the two original consecutive frames and to use it as the reference for 
the quality assessment of the predicted frame. The second one is the PSNR2 which is 
the difference between the current and predicted frame. The PSNR2 is the PSNR \\hich 
show the quality of predicted frame. The best motion estimation should be achieY(~d 
with as high PSNR as possible. The simulations of FS algorithms are tested using Claire 
and the results are shown in figure (6.7). The first 90 frames of Claire video sequence 
are tested. Every two consecutive frame are compared against these 90 frames. As 
shown in figure (6.7), the FS algorithm can achieve very good prediction as the PSNR2 
values are very high. The range of PSNR2 is between 32 to 46 dB. As shown in figure 
(6.8), the FS algorithm is simulated using the Carphone video sequence. From the figure 
(6.8), the PSNRI is low because the movement of the object in the video sequence thus 
the difference between two consecutive is higher than Claire. Having used the Carphone 
video sequence as the tested sequence, the FS algorithm is still able to achieve the 
quality of the prediction as the overall value of PSNR2 is high as it is greater than 30 dB 
in every predicted frame. The FS algorithm is also tested by using Carp hone video 
sequence. The Carphone video sequence is considered to be a greater movement than 
the Claire and Foreman video sequence as the value of PSNRI is much lo\\'cr than that 
of FS algorithm using Claire and Foreman video sequence. Thc FS algorithm can 
achieve the high value of PSNR2 as it is greater than the 30 dB. From the simulation of 
FS algorithn1 using the 3 different video sequence as shown in figure (6"+)-(6. t»). the 
results sho\\' that the performance of FS algorithm is very good at the prediction both in 
terms of subjective and objecti\'t~ quality. 
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6.5.2 3SS Algorithm 
The 3SS algorithm is the technique that is widely used by the \yell-known standards. 
There are several search algorithms introduced so far. However the 3SS still remains a 
favourite choice for the motion estimation. The 3SS algorithm can be implemented and 
completed in 3 steps. At this search, nine points are searched at each step. The 3SS is 
simple and robust. The implementation of the algorithm is straight forward. Thc 
procedure of the algorithm can be summarised as below: 
Step 1: The search is initialised at the centre of search windows with position 
(0,0). The search window~s size is 15x15. The eight points around the 
centre of search windows are tested. For the centre (0,0) and step size is 
4, the position (-4,--1), (-.:/,0), (--1,-1), (0,--1), (0,0), (0,-1), (-1,--1), (-1,0) ulld 
(4,4) are examined. The MAD is used as the matching criteria. The MAD 
used to evaluate the similarity between the target block \vith the 
candidate blocks at those position in the previous frame. The position 
with the minimum MAD becomes the centre of the next step. 
Step2: The steps size reduced by half and the centre is updated. The eight points 
around the updated centre are examined. For the initial step size is equal 
to 4, the step size will be 2 at this step. The position with the minimum 
MAD becomes the centre of the next step. 
Step3: The steps size reduced by half, so the step size becomes 1. Again the 
eight points around the updated centre are tested \\ith the step si/c 1. 
The position with minimum MAD will be the best matching block. 
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Figure (6.10) The Sample of Motion Estimation using 3SSAlgorithm 
The Sample of Motion Estimation using 3SS Algorithm is shown in the figure (6 .10). 
As shown in figure (6.10), the two upper images are the First and the Second original 
frames of the video sequence. The lower left diagram shows the motion vector betw n 
the two original images. The lower image is the prediction of the second fran1 b) 
u ing ME algorithm. The sample shows the implementation of the 3 alg ritlu11 . h 
cond which is the original frame of Claire video sequence i th 
algorithn1 atten1pts to predict using the first frame a the reD r nc fram . h m ti n 
an b D unded b a c mparison of the two n cutiv fr 111 ~ . 1 h m ti n 
add th n1 ti n inD rn1ati n to th fir t fram and th n the nd frame an b~ 
predi ted. h \vn in figur .10), th dia ram [111 ti n \ \\ th~ t th~r i a 
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great number of dots. The dots show that displacement of motion vectors are equal to 
zero. In the other word, the zero motion vectors mean that there are no movement of the 
block at that particular area. Similarly, the ME algorithm is simulated using the 3 S S 
algorithm. The performances of the subject quality are shown in figure (6.11 i-( 6.13). 
From the figures (6.11) the predicted frame of Claire video sequence are shown on the 
left hand side. From the results we can see that there are small errors on the tiny part of 
the face. However this is unnoticeable if the video frames runs at speeds of 30 frames 
per second. The Claire video sequence is considered to be a slow movement. The 
background of the frame remains still; only the head and shoulder are moving. 
The 3SS is a fast search that tries to improve the performance of the speed of operation. 
The quality of predicted frame will be slightly degraded because less search points are 
determined as seen in figure (6.11). Nevertheless, the performance of the objectivc 
quality is good as it is shown in the bracket in the figure (6.11). The PSNR of the 
predicted frame is high as it ranges between 39 to 35.88 dB. The 3SS is also simulated 
by using the Carphone and Foreman, the results are shown in figure (6.12) and (6.13). 
From figure (6.12), the prediction is successfully high as it is hard to see any error in thc 
predicted frame, even though the PSNR is not as high as that of FS algorithm. Figurc 
(6.13), shows the results of 3SS simulation using the Carphone video sequence. Similar 
results are shown, the prediction can achieve a very good result as the predicted frames 
are very alike to the original frame. The value of PSNR is not vcry good in some cascs 
such as the PSNR of the 30th predicted frame. The PSNR of the predicted frame is lo\\'cr 
than 30 dB. Ho\\,ever the subjective quality still remains good as can be secn in figurc 
--~----
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Test sequence: "Claire" 
Original Frame Predicted Frame 
Frame#10 Frame#10(PSNR=39.37dB) 
Frame#20 Frame#20 (PSNR=39.80dB) 
Frame#30 Frame#30 (PSNR=40.74 dB) 
Frame#40 Fram #40 P R=4 -. dB 
Fiaure (6.11) "Claire" Subjective quality oftlte predi tedfram ) 11.\ ill a 3 
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Test sequence: "Foreman" 
Original Frame Predicted Frame 
Frame#10 Frame# 1 O(PSNR =30.93dB) 
Frame#20 Frame#20 (PSNR=30.07dB) 
Frame#30 Frame#30 (PSNR=30.48 dB) 
Fram #40 Fram #40 P R=3_..f 
Fioure (6.12) uFOrel1lOJl" Subjective quality o/tfle predicted/rame II ilia 3 
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Test sequence: "earphone" 
Original Frame Predicted Frame 
Frame#10 Frame#10(PSNR=31.95dB) 
Frame#20 Frame#20 (PSNR=30.45dB) 
Frame#30 Frame#30 (PSNR=29.89 dB) 
Fram #40 Fram #40 P R = Al 
FiCTure (6.13) t earphone" Subjective qualit)' o/Ihe predi ted/rame II 'illg l 
niw:rsif), O./lV W a tie lipan TY17 10_ 
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PSNR Performance of "Claire" Using 3SS 
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Figure (6.14) The PSNR Performance of "Claire" over 90frames using 3SS 
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Figure (6.15) The PSNR Performance of "Carphone" over 90 frames using 3SS 
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PSNR Petformance of '"Foreman" Using 3SS 
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Figure (6.16) The PSNR Performance of "Foreman" over 90 frames using 3SS 
The performance of objective quality assessment are simulated and the results are 
shown in figure (6.14) and (6.16). The PSNR2 between the current frame and the 
predicted frame of 3SS can achieve very high values in the Claire video sequence as can 
be seen from the figure (6.14). The PSNR2 values of every predicted frame is higher 
than 35 dB because of the slow moment of the Claire video sequence. In some cases the 
PSNR is the higher than 45 dB. As seen from the figure (6.15) the 3SS algorithm is 
tested by using carphone video sequence. The results are good as most of the predicted 
frame achieves the value ofPSNR2 higher than 30 dB. There are a few predicted frames 
whose PSNR is lower than 30dB. From the figure (6.16) it can be seen that simulations 
are performed for 90 frames of the foreman video sequence. The perfonnance of 
objective quality is good as most of the predicted frame achieve a good PSNR \'alue. 
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There are a few predicted frames whose PSNR \'alues are lo\\"er than 30dB" These 
frames are the 60th to 30th frames. However the quality of predicted fran1e is still 
acceptable in terms of subjective quality. 
6.6 Summary 
The FS algorithm and the 3 SS algorithm are implemented. The simulations are testcd 
using "Claire", "Carphone" and "Foreman" video sequence. The FS is implemented 
because it is the algorithm used as a benchmark. The FS gives the best performancc 
both in terms of Subjective and Objective quality. The results in this chapter sho\\ that 
the PSNR between the current frame and predicted frame of all \"ideo sequence are 
achieved with very high values of PSNR2.The disadvantage of FS algorithm is that it is 
time consuming. This is the reason why the 3SS algorithm is proposed. The 3SS is \'cry 
popular in International Standards as it is frequently used in the MPEG standards. 
Owing to its good prediction and and its speed performance, the 3SS is always used as 
the benchmark as well as FS algorithm. The implementation of 3SS algorithm is 
simulated and the results are shown in this chapter. The disadvantage of 3SS algorithm 
is the degradation of the prediction because the 3 SS tests less search points than the FS 
algorithm. However, the results shows that the performance of 3SS is still \'cry good 
both in terms of objective and subjective quality as the values of PSNR2 in most caSL'S 
is higher than 30 dB. 
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Chapter 7 
NOVEL ApPROACHES AND ALGORITHM 
TESTING 
7.1 Introduction 
The 3SS algorithm is the conventional technique which is still used in the international 
standard nowadays. The 3SS algorithm is a technique that aims to improve the 
performance of the motion estimation. The 3SS algorithm can reduce the computational 
complexity which is the main disadvantage of FS algorithm. The computational 
complexity is the main target for most of research. The problem of mobile handset is the 
power consumption. The FS algorithm requires very high computational complexity 
which cause very high power consumption. Having reduced the computational 
complexity, the power consumption is also reduced. The 3SS algorithm is simple and 
robust. The implementation of 3SS algorithm is straightforward and every step of the 
process is in the same pattern. The procedure of 3SS is consists of the main 3 steps. 
Every step examines the eight points around the centre. So the numher of the sl'~lrch 
points reduced. The average search points for each block are 25. There are a number l)f 
search algorithms ha\'c been proposed but the 3SS algorithm still remains the most 
fa\'ourite choice among them. The 3SS algorithm can be shown to giye hetter 
performance than the FS in tern1S of the speed of processing. I :yen though the quality of 
the reconstructed image of the 3SS is slightly worse than the FS but the PS:-:R \ alue 
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does not show a big difference from the FS. The consideration of the subjectiye qualit\, 
can achieve the good quality. 
This chapter introduces novel techniques, Orthogonal Logarithmic Search (OLS) and 
Diagonal Logarithmic Search (DLS) which can improve the performance of the speed 
of the processing. Both OLS and DLS algorithms are proved to be faster than the 3SS 
and the quality of the reconstructed images is as good as the 3SS. The noyel OLS 
algorithm is tested by using the well-known benchmark video sequence: Claire. 
Foreman and earphone. The performance of OLS is shown in both the subjectin:, 
quality and objective quality. The time consuming of OLS algorithm is also shown. The 
OLS algorithm is examined and the results are compared with the FS algorithm and the 
3SS algorithm. The approach of the OLS algorithm is to reduce the number of search 
points and to propose a new pattern of searching. The average search points of OLS 
algorithm is 13 which is less than that of the 3SS algorithm. The processing time of the 
OLS is compared with the FS algorithm and the 3SS algorithm. The second novel 
algorithm, DLS algorithm, is also proposed. The main two metric. time and PSNR. are 
used as the quality assessment. The PSNR is a metric to verify the ability of the 
prediction. Only the value of PSNR is good enough to justify the capacity of the 
algorithms. However, the subjective quality is also examined. The subjective quality is 
used as an supportive measurement. The subjective quality assessment is shown the 
quality of algorithms in term of perception. The subjective quality is usually consuming 
time. The subjective quality here is only to justify if the quality of prediction is 
acceptable or not. The speed of operation or the time required to run the algorithm is 
another metric which can indicate the computational comp!c:-.;ity of the algorithms. The 
time of processing relati\'l~ly relies on the comp!c:-.;ity of the algorithm. The algorithm 
\\ith high complexity requires a higher time than the algorithm with less comp!c:-.;ity. 
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The approach of the DLS algorithm is to reduce the number of search points and the 
new search pattern is proposed. The performances of the novel OLS algorithm are 
shown. The results of simulation are compared with the conventional FS algorithm and 
the 3SS algorithm. Both algorithms choose MAD as the matching criteria since it is the 
best matching criterion among the well-known matching criteria. The advantage of 
MAD is the smaller computational complexity. The calculation of M.\O IS 
straightforward. Also the MAD criterion is used in the well-known standard such as 
MPEG. At the end of this chapter, the comparisons between those two novel algorithms 
are also shown. The subjective quality with the value of PSNR is shown. The 
comparisons between these two methods are discussed. The average PSNR over the 90 
frames of video sequence is shown. The average PSNR can indicate which algorithm is 
better than the others. From the value of average PSNR, the better algorithm can be 
proved. The complexity of both algorithms is also examined. The computational 
complexity is measured by the time requirement. The comparison of the time 
consuming between the OLS algorithm and the DLS algorithm is shown. 
7.2 Orthogonal Logarithmic Search (OLS) Algorithm 
The Orthogonal Logarithmic Search (OLS) Algorithms is a novel technique \\'hich aims 
to improve the performance of search algorithm. The approach of OLS algorithm is to 
design the new search pattern. The new search pattern can reduce the number of the 
search points by the search points of the OLS algorithm are only 13 points. The search 
pattern of the OLS algorithm is shown in figure (7.1). The procedure or the ()I.~ 
. I d h . I t Th -. pro' , lure of the algorithn1s is hybrid bct\\'een the honzonta an t e \'t~rtlca sages. t: LLl 
OLS algorithm start by the current frame is divided into equal sized non-overlapping 
rectangular blocks. The frame dimensions are multiples of the block si/c and square 
blocks are mostly used. The block sizes \\'hich usually adopted b: the \ 1 PE( i ~tandarJ 
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are 8 x 8 and 16 x 16. After the frame is partition into square blocks. then the comparisons 
between the target block and candidate blocks are determined to search for the be:,t 
block matching. Every blocks of the current frame is compared to the candidate blocks 
within the previous frame according to the search pattern. The OLS algorithm has both 
a vertical and horizontal stage. The OLS searches the best matching block in the 
horizontal stage first, then the best block matching of the horizontal stage will be the 
centre for the vertical stage. The search is initialised in the centre of search \\indow or 
search region (usually 15 x 15) with two searching points apart from centre \\'ith some +/-
distance (st) horizontally. The distance of two searching points follows the logarithmic 
function shown in equation (7.1). 
(7.1 ) 
Where s x s is the size of search window 
Then the best matching points in the first steps will be the centre of the vertical stages, 
Another two searching points with distance (st) vertically will be evaluated. E\'t~ry t\\O 
steps, the distance (st) is reduced by half. The procedure continues until the distance is 
equal to one, and then the final step is reached. During the final step. all four searching 
point will be evaluated to find the best block matching. The searching pattern is shown 
in figure (7.1). One main advantage with the OLS algorithm is that the searching point 
is less than the 3SS, so the speed of process is better than the three-step search. 
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Figure (7.1) Search Pattern of the Orthogonal Logarithmic Search Algorithm 
From figure (7.1) is an example of the search pattern. The search point starts from the 3 
points of the horizontal direction. In this case the far left search point receiycs the 
minimum MAD. So this point becomes the centre of the vertical stage. The two more 
points in vertical direction are examined. Among these three points in the vertical 
direction, the point with minimum MAD becomes the centre of the next step. In this 
example, the point on the top receives the minimum MAD. Then the procedure is 
carried to the next step where the step size is reduced by half. The procedure of this step 
is as same as before. The point with minimum MAD of this horizontal is found and 
becon1es the centre of the next step in vertical direction. From the three point of the 
vertical direction. the point with minimum MAD is found. This point bl'l'omes the 
centre of the ncxt step. The next step is become the final step because the skp Sill' is 
reduced to bc one. So this step. the four search point are examined. The sl'arch point 
with minimum T\ tAD is then the best matching block. 
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7.2.1 Implementation of Orthogonal Logarithmic Search Algorithm 
The OLS algorithm is simulated by using MATLAB sofuvare. The first step of 
simulation is to extract the frames from video sequences. The yideo frames are stored in 
the hard disk. After the frames are extracted, the motion estimation process begins. The 
frames are fed into the motion estimation process, then two consecutive frames (1 Sl 
frame and 2nd frame, 2nd and 3rd frame, 3rd frame and -+th frame, .... ) are compared by 
using OLS algorithm. The two consecutive frames are previous frame and current 
frame. Suppose that the current frame is nth frame so the previous frame \\"ill be (n-l )th 
frame where n is integer number. The current frame is then divided into 8x8 blocks. 
Since the QCIF format (l76 x 144) are used in the simulation, so the current frame is 
segmented into 396 blocks. Each block is considered as the target block. Every target 
block search the best block matching in the previous frame by using OLS algorithm. 
The OLS algorithm then begins. The steps of OLS algorithm is summarised as bello\\"S: 
Step 1: The search is initialised at the centre of search windows with position 
(0,0). The search window's size is lSx1S. The two more positions in the 
horizontal direction at the position (st,O) and (-st,O) are searched. The st 
can be found from the equation (7.1). The MAD is used as the matching 
criteria. The MAD used to evaluate the similarity between the target 
block with the candidate blocks at those position in the previous frame. 
The position with the minimum MAD becomes the centre of the vertical 
direction. The minimum position can be at (st.O). (-s1,O) and (0.0). Let's 
the position with the minimum MAD is (st,O). The (st.()) is the centre or 
the next step. 
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Step2: The vertical stage begins by using position (s1.0) as a the centre of the 
vertical stage. The two more position in the vertical direction at the 
position (st,4) and (st,-4) are search. The MAD \'alues are e\'aluated 
among those three positions. The centre is moved to the position with the 
minimum MAD. 
Step3: The distance (st) is reduced by half. 
Step4: Repeat step step! to step 3 until the distance (st) is one. 
StepS: The final step, all four searching point will be evaluated to find the be~t 
block matching. 
After the position with the minimum MAD is found, the motion vector can be also 
found. The motion vectors indicate where the best matching block locate. The procedure 
is the same for every target blocks. After the motion vector of every blocks are found, 
the current frame can be reconstructed by using the information of the previous tI'ame 
plus the motion vector. This procedure is called motion compensation. 
7.2.2 Performance of the Orthogonal Logarithmic Search Algorithm 
The OLS algorithm is implemented and simulated. The simulation aims to justify the 
performance of OLS algorithm. The OLS algorithm is tested by using both objecti\'t~ 
quality and subjective quality assessment. As shown in figures (7,2)-(7.4) \\ hen: 
san1ples of the results are shown. The subjective quality is required because the 
objective PSNR measure is not always an appropriate indicator. The subjectin~ quality 
of the reconstructed frames is shown. The 9th , 19th, 29th and ~9th frame l)j' "idel) 
- d . h 1 Oth ""\ oth 
sequences are chosen as the reference frame. These frames are compare \\ It. -
30th , 40th fran1e in a ro\\". Haying used the 0 LS search pattern. the hl'~t matching hlock 
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are found as well as the motion vectors. The results of "Claire" yideo sequence sh()\\ 
that the OLS can successfully predict the current frame as the subjective quality is very 
d Th b" l' f h d" th th th goo. e su ~ectlve qua lty 0 t e pre lctlOn of 20 ,30 and 40 frame are very ~\.I\.)\.I 
as the difference between the predicted frames and original frames is very small. Thl.' 
prediction of the loth frame causes an error at the lip of the "Claire". However the error 
is hardly noticeable. The performance of subjective quality is also very good when the 
OLS is tested on the Foreman video sequence. The performance of the subjective 
quality of "Foreman" video sequence using OLS is shown in figure (7.3). Th(' 
predictions achieve very high performance in the subjective quality as the error is barely 
discernible. Even though the "Foreman" video sequence considered to be more dit1icult 
to predict than "Claire", the OLS algorithm successfully predicted the current frame. 
The PSNR values of all the samples are high and higher than 30 dB. The "Carphone" 
video sequence was also tested in a similar way. A sample of the results of the predicll'd 
frames is shown in figure (7.4). The performance of the prediction is good as sho\\n in 
figure (7.4). The errors also are unnoticeable. The prediction is considered to be quill' 
accurate as the PSNR performance is high. The PSNR values range from 32.51 dB to 
38.41 dB. The prediction of "Carphone" video sequence is more accurate than that uf 
"Foreman" video sequence. Nevertheless, the prediction of "Claire" video sequence is 
still more accurate than that of "earphone" video sequence as the "Claire" \'ideu 
sequence is easier to predict. The prediction of "Claire" video sequence is higher than 
35dB and it is as high as 45 dB in some cases. From figure (7.2)-(7.4), th(' ()[S 
algorithm can be proven to be successful as a motion estimation al~orithm. The r('sults 
show that the quality of the prediction is very good in all three video sequences in terms 
of subjectin: quality. In most cases the errors are unnoticeable as they an: e~tr(,Il1c1y 
small. 
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Test sequence: "Claire" 
Original Frame Predicted Fram 
Frame#10 Frame#10(PSNR=38.4_dB 
Frame#20 Frame#20 (PSNR=38.56dB 
Frame#30 Frame#30 (PSNR=36.19dB 
Fram #40 
Fioure (7.2) "Claire" Subjective quality of tire predi ted fram l! /I iu g L 
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Sequence: "Foreman" 
Original Frame Predicted Fram 
Frame#lO Frame#lO(P NR='11.5 dB 
Frame#20 Frame#20 (PSNR=30.42dB) 
Frame#30 Frame#30 (P R =31.03 dB 
Fran1 #40 F ram #4 _ . ., ~ dB 
Fiuure (7.3) I FOrel11all" Subjective quality of tfle predi ted frame IHi/l(' I 
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Test sequence: "earphone' 
Original Frame Predicted Frame 
Frame#10 Frame# 1 0(PSNR=32.51 dB 
Frame#20 Frarne#20 (PSNR=31.29dB) 
Frame#30 Frame#30 (P NR=30.30dB 
Fram #40 Fram #4 P R- '\ .4l IB 
Figure (7.4) 'earphone" Subjective quality of the pr 7dicted frame II iJl~ 0/. 
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PSNR Performance of "Claire" Using OLS 
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Figure (7.5) The PSNR Performance of "Claire" over 90frames using OLS 
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PSNR Performance of ''foreman'' Using OLS 
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Figure (7.6) The PSNR Performance of "Foreman" over 90 frames using OLS 
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PSNR Performance of "Carephone" Using OlS 
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Figure (7.7) The PSNR Performance of "earphone" over 90 frames using OLS 
The objective quality was also tested along with the 90 frames of each video sequcnccs. 
The results are shown in figure (7.5) - (7.7). The simulation justify the performancc of 
the OLS algorithms. The PSNR between current frame and predicted framc (PSNR2) of 
"Claire" video sequence is shown in figure (7.5). The results show that thc predictions 
of 90 frames of the Claire video sequence achieve very high PSNR2. All the predictions 
are higher than 35 dB. These predictions are derived from the previous frame with the 
motion vectors. The PSNR of the "Foreman" and "earphone" are also shown in the 
figures (7.6) and (7.7) respectively. The predicted frame quality of "Foreman"' is 
slightly worse than that of "Claire". The PSNR2 of the "Foreman'" \'ideo sequence is 
less than that of "Claire" video sequence. However the \alucs of PS\:R2 are still gl)l)d 
as they are greater than 30 dB. In some cases. the quality of predil'tilHl of the 
"( 'arphone" yideo sequence drops due to the greater mo\ement of tlHl'Il1~lI1 .. \" "l'cn 
--------_.-- -------
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from figure (7.6) the PSNR2 drop during the 67th frame to 73 rd frame. The valuc~ ('\1' 
PSNR2 of these frames lie between 26 dB and 30 dB. EYen though these valuc~ are 
lower than 30 dB, but the quality of prediction is still acceptable. The predictions of 
these frames are not only difficult for OLS algorithm but also for the 3SS and the FS 
algorithm. The great movement causes difficulties for OLS, 3SS and FS. Therefore thc 
OLS should be able to predict these frames as well as the 3SS and FS algorithm. In 
case of the "Carphone" video sequence, the OLS can achie\'es very good result as the 
PSNR2 of the predicted frame are all higher than 30 dB. 
7.2.3 Comparative Performance of OLS 
The OLS is the alternative algorithm which can achieve very good prediction as it can 
achieve very high PSNR. This section shows the performance of OLS algorithm 
compared with the 3SS and the FS algorithm. As seen in figure (7.8) the quality of the 
predicted frames of OLS algorithm are shown along with that of the 3SS and the I:S 
algorithm. The simulation takes place over the 90 frames of video sequencc. From 
figure (7.8), the results show that the performance of OLS is as good as 3SS and FS as 
the PSNR are almost the same. There are only a few predicted frames for \\ hich the 
PSNR values are slightly smaller than that of 3SS and FS. Thus the performance ut' 
OLS on "Claire" video sequence is as good as that of 3SS and FS. The 3\'cragc PS\ R 
ovcr 90 frame of Claire video sequence are 41.66 dB, 41.62 dB. and 41.63 dB for Full 
Scarch. 3SS and OLS respectively. 
~~--------------
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PSNR Performance of "Claire- Video Sequence 
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Figure (7.8) Comparative PSNR Performance of "Claire" Using FS, 3SS and OLS 
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Figure (7.9) Comparative PSNR Performance oj "Carphone" Using FS, 3SS alld 
OLS 
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PSNR Performance of 'Foreman" Video ~6ftuence 45~~--~~--~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Figure (7.10) Comparative PSNR Performance of "Foreman" Using FS, 3SS and 
OLS 
The PSNR performance of "Carphone" Video sequence using OLS is shown in figure 
(7.9). As seen from figure (7.9), the PSNR of the 3SS and the OLS are both slightly 
worse than FS algorithm as both algorithms are evaluated using less search points than 
the FS. The average PSNR over 90 frame of Carphone video sequence are 33.43 dB, 
32.82 dB, and 32.88 dB for Full Search, 3SS and OLS respectively. The results on the 
average PSNR shows that the average PSNR of OLS is better than that of 3SS. The 
"Foreman" video sequence is simulated using OLS and the results of the PSNR are 
shown in figure (7.10). The PSNR performance of the 3SS and the OLS are not as good 
as that of FS. However the results are good enough for the prediction since the PSNR is 
still high. Even though the OLS performance is not as good as the FS. but it is 
comparable with the 3SS. The PSNR of the OLS is almost the same as that of 3SS and it 
is better than that of 3SS in some case. The average PSNR over 90 frames of Foreman 
video sequence are 32.39 dB, 31.53 dB, and 31.51 dB for Full Search. )S~ and OL> 
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respectively. From the average PSNR point of iew, the OLS is a good a that f'" ... 
since the values ofPSNR ofOLS is only 0.01 dB less than that of3 
350 
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50 
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Claire Forman 
DF5 
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DOL5 
Figure (7.11) Comparative Speed of Operation using FS, 3SS and OLS 
The advantage of OLS is the speed of operation. The comparison of proce ing tim 
shown in figure (7.11). The processing time is the total time of the algorithm p nd ' 11 
prediction of 90 frames video sequence. As seen in figure (7.11) the proc ing time 
the FS is extremely high when it tested on all three video sequences. Th alg rithm 
pends more than 300 seconds for predicting 90 frames for each of th vid qUL:11 L:. 
Th 3SS can improve the performance of the proce ing tim of op rati n it n l c 
n in figure (7.11). The 3 S is much faster than that fth 
h a b tter p rforn1an than n th pr lI1g P ~cd. 'I h gl 11 
Impr th pr ing tinl and th quali t ' ti n till fUll in ~ a 
i a b tt r than th .., 
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7.3 Diagonal Logarithmic Search (DLS) Algorithm 
The novel DLS algorithm is another algorithm which has successfully impro\'cd the 
performance of search algorithm. The novel DLS algorithm is simple and robust. The 
implementation of the algorithm is straight forward. The search pattern of the 0 L ~ 
algorithm is shown in figure (7.12). The main different between the DLS aloorithm and 
b 
the other algorithms is the search pattern. The advantage of the DLS algorithms is that 
the number of search points is less than that of the 3SS algorithm and also that of the 
OLS algorithm. The objective of DLS algorithm is as same as the other searl'll 
algorithm. The DLS algorithm aims to find the best matching block. The DLS algorithm 
improve performance both the quality of prediction and the processing time. The 
procedure of the OLS algorithm start by the current frame is divided into equal sized 
non-overlapping rectangular blocks. The frame dimensions are multiples of the block 
size and square blocks are mostly used. The block sizes which usually adopted by the 
MPEG Standard are 8x8 and 16x 16. After the frame is partition into square blocks, then 
the comparisons between the target block and candidate blocks are determined to search 
for the best block matching. Every blocks of the current frame is compared to the 
candidate blocks within the previous frame according to the search pattern. 
The DLS Algorithm has both a vertical and horizontal stage. Firstly, the method 
searches for the similarity in both horizontal and vertical axis initially some distance·/-
disp from the centre block. From the five blocks, the block that produces the minimum 
distortion function becomes the centre of the next step. The distortion function or the 
. .. . . h· hn· . MAD The "arch pattern of DI ~ is shown matchmg cntena USIng m t IS tec Ique IS . SL . 
in figure (7.10). The DLS is \'cry simple to implement and found to he a LIster 
tIle ~ SS all_1/)rI·thnl and the OLS algorithm. For en~ry step of thi s algorithm than .' ~ \. -
. . . d l' I If I·"· . ...;t 'p considers four surrounding algOrIthm the dIsplacement \\·tll re uce 1) 1a ..\ t:I) , _L _ - .. __ ..... - -- .-
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points. The average search point of this the technique is approximately 1 ~ points. Th~ 
procedure continues until the distance s is equal to one, and then the block \\'hich has 
the minimum in this stage is the best matching block. One main advantage with th~ 
'-
DLS algorithm is that it does not have three steps like the 3SS algorithm. Each time the 
steps of the procedure are related to the size of the search area using the fom1uia below 
disp = loglO(s + 1)/loglO(2) 
Where s x s is the size of the area 
j -
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Figure (7. J 2) the Search Pattern of the Diagollal Search Algorith", 
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From figure (7.l2) is an example of the search pattern. The search p(lim starts from th~ 
centre of search window and the four points around the center. The \IA.D \"alu~s of 
these five points are evaluated. The point with the minimum \lAD becomes the centre 
of the second step. In this case the search point above the centre receives the minimum 
MAD. So this point becomes the centre of the next step. The four more points around 
the new centre are tested. Among these five points of this stage. the point with 
minimum MAD becomes the centre of the next step. The next step is become the final 
step because the step size is reduced to be one. So this step, the four search point are 
examined. The search point with minimum MAD is then the best matching block. The 
detail of the implementation of DLS algorithms is explained in the next section. 
7.3.1 Implementation of Diagonal Logarithmic Search Algorithm 
The DLS is simulated by using MATLAB software. Firstly, the video sequence IS 
divided into frames and stored in the hard disk. These frames are fed into the motion 
.. h . f (1 5t c: d ' nd f ') nd d" rd estImatIOn process. T e two consecutIve rames lrame an - rame, - an -' 
frame, 3rd frame and 4th frame, .... ) are compared. The search pattern fo11o\\'s the DLS 
search algorithm. The two consecutive frames are previous frame and current frame_ 
Suppose that the current frame is nth frame so the previous frame \\ill be (n-l )th frame 
where n is integer number. The current frame is then divided into 8x8 blocks. Since the 
QCIF format (l76x 144) are used in the simulation, so the current frame is segmented 
into 396 blocks. Each block is considered as the target block. Every candidate hlock 
search the best block matching in the previous frame by using DLS algnrithm. Thl' 01 S 
algorithm then begins. The steps ofOLS algorithm is summarised as hellows: 
--~---- --~~--~---------I-:::-:2~~ 
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The search is initialised at the centre of search windows with position 
(0,0). The search window's size is 15 x 15. The four positions in both 
horizontal direction and vertical direction at the position ldisp.O) and 
(-disp,O), (O,disp) and (O,-disp) are searched. The disp can be fow1d 
from the equation (7.2). The MAD is used as the matching criteria. 
The MAD used to evaluate the similarity between the candidate 
block with the block at those position in the previous frame. The 
position with the minimum MAD becomes the centre of the next 
step. The minimum position can be at (disp,O) (-di.,p.O). (0. disp). (0.-
disp) and (0,0). The position with the minimum t\1AD becomes the 
centre of the next step. 
The distance (disp) is reduced by half. 
Repeat step step! and step 2 until the distance (disp) is one. 
The final step, the block which has the minimum in this step is the 
best matching block. 
After the position with the minimum MAD is found, the motion vector can be alsu 
found. The motion vectors indicate where the best matching block locate. The procedure 
is the same for every candidate blocks. After the motion vector of every blocks arl' 
found. the current frame can be reconstructed by using the information of the pre\iUllS 
frame plus the motion vector. 
--~--~ 
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7.3.2 Performance of the Diagonal Logarithmic Search (DLS) 
Algorithm 
The DLS performance is simulated and the results of the subjective quality performance 
are shown in figure (7.13 )-(7 .15). The simulations are performed for every 10th frame, 
The constructed frames are shown on the left hand side. As seen in figure (7,13 l. thc 
subjective quality of DLS is very good as the errors of the predicted frame are 
unnoticeable. The prediction of DLS has some errors on the face of "Claire" \'ideo 
sequence. However the overall of prediction is good as most of the parts in the frame 
are predicted accurately. The value of PSNR of lOth, 20th, 30th, 40th predicted frames 
are very high and higher than 39 dB. The DLS algorithm simulation tested the 
"Foreman" video sequence and shows that the subjective quality is very good. The 
subjective quality of predicted frames is comparable with the original frames. Figure 
(7.15) shows the results of the simulation on Carphone video sequence using the DLS 
algorithms. It is acknowledged that the movement of carphone is more than that of 
Claire video sequence as the head of earphone is moving around. The prediction will he 
more difficult than the other video sequences. The DLS shows that the simulation 
results achieve are very good for the Carphone video sequence. The prediction is \'cry 
good as can be seen in figure (7.15) The PSNR of the predicted frames are high and 
higher than 30 dB. Therefore the DLS algorithm is a good algorithm that can achic\l.? 
very good prediction . 
. -~-. -----~ 
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Test sequence: "Claire 
Original Frame Predicted Fram ;l 
Frame#10 Frame# 10(P 
Frame#20 
Frame#30 Frame#30 (P 
Fram #40 
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Test sequence: "Foreman 
Original Frame Predicted Fram 
Frame#lO Frame#lO(P R=31.-
Frame#20 Frame#20 (P NR=30.4_d ) 
Frame#30 Frame#30 R=3 1.04d 
Frcune#40 
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Test sequence: "earphone" 
Original Frame Predicted Fram 
Frame#lO Frame#lO(P 
Frame#20 
Frame#30 Frame#30 (P 
Fran1 #40 ~ r m n4 R 41 B 
Fiallre (7.15) "earpholle" Subjectil'e quality of tlte /Jedi t Jdjrlllllt! II ill." DL S 
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The perfonnance of the objective quality is shown in figure (7.16)-(7.18). The PS~R 
between the current frame and predicted frame (PSNR2) of the 90 predicted frames of 
"Claire" video sequence are shown in figure (7.16). The performance achieves very 
good prediction. The PSNR2 of all 90 frames are higher than 35 dB. The value is 
extremely high so the accuracy of the prediction is very high. The performance of 
algorithm is also tested using "Foreman" video sequence as well as "Carphone" video 
sequence. The simulation on "Foreman" video sequence achieves very high PSNR for 
most of the predicted frame. The PSNR2 is higher than 30 dB. In some case the 
movement between the frames is high, so it causes prediction degradation. In figure 
(7.18) the prediction of the "Carphone" video sequence are also shown. The PSNR 
between the current frame and predicted frame is again high and is higher than 30dB. 
The predictions of the 90 frames of "Carphone" video sequence are accurate. The 
PSNR2 is ranges between 30dB to 38dB 
PSNR Performance of "Claire" Using DLS 
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PSNR Performance of ''Foreman" Using DlS 
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7.3.3 Comparative Performance ofDLS 
The DLS algorithm is compared with the 3SS and FS algorithms. The prediction 
performance is assessed by means of objective PSNR quality. The PSNR performance 
of "Claire" video sequence is shown in figure (7.19) The PSNR values of prediction 
using DLS algorithm is as good as that of the 3SS and FS algorithm. As seen from the 
figure (7.19) the PSNR of all 90 frames using DLS is almost the same values as using 
3SS and FS algorithm. The PSNR values of DLS algorithm lie on almost the same line 
with that of the 3SS and the FS. The PSNR values are also very high. From figure 
(7.19) the results shown for all three algorithms, FS 3SS and DLS can successfully 
predict the "Claire" video sequence. The predictions are very accurate because the 
movement between two consecutive frames is very small. The video sequences that 
have a greater movement need to be tested as well. The average PSNR over 90 frames 
of Claire video sequence are 41.66 dB, 41.62 dB and 41.61dB for Full Search, 3SS and 
DLS respectively. 
6l 
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PSNR Performance of "Claire" Video Sequence 
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The performance of DLS over "Foreman" and "earphone" compared with 3SS and FS 
is shown in figure (7.20) and (7.21). The performance of DLS algorithm is slightly 
worse than FS algorithm in "earphone" video sequence but it is better than 3SS. 
During the 75th frame and the 90th frames, the performance of 3SS drops and is much 
worse than that of the DLS. The average PSNR over 90 frames of earphone yideo 
sequences are 33.43 dB, 32.82 dB, and 32.98 dB for Full Search. 3SS and DLS 
respectively. The results of "Foreman" video sequence are shown in figure (7.21). The 
results show that the DLS algorithms still gives better performance than 3SS. The 
average PSNR over 90 frames of Foreman video sequence are 32.39 dB. 31.53dB. and 
31.68dB for Full Search, 3SS and OLS respectively. 
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PSNR Performance of "Foreman" Video Sequence 
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Figure (7.21) Comparative PSNR Performance of "Foreman" Using FS, 3SS and 
DLS 
The advantage of the DLS algorithm lies in the speed of operation. The 3SS algorithm is 
designed for the improvement of FS in terms of processing time. The main target of the 
DLS algorithm is also the same. The DLS aims to improve the performance of 
prediction both in terms of speed and quality. The results in figure (7.22) give the total 
time which the algorithm spend on the prediction over 90 frames of each video 
sequences. The result shows the total time of DLS is much better than FS and 3 SS. Also 
the quality of prediction of DLS is better than 3SS. 
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Figure (7.22) Comparative Speed of Operation using FS, 3SS and DLS 
7.4 Comparison between OLS and DLS Algorithms 
The OLS and DLS algorithms are the novel methods. Both OLS and DLS can improve 
the performance of search algorithm by reducing the complexity of the algorithms. 
When the complexity of the algorithms is reduced, the power consumption is also 
decreased. The OLS and DLS algorithms can be successfully implemented. The results 
show that the algorithms successfully improve the speed of operations. The speed of the 
operations is much higher than that of the FS algorithm and the 3SS algorithm. The 
performance of both OLS and DLS are also acceptable as they achieve very high PSNR. 
Their PSNR values are as good as that of the FS and the 3SS. In some case the PSNR i 
even higher than the 3 SS algorithm. Both OLS and DLS base on logarithmic function. 
The Inain difference between the OLS and DLS is the search pattern. The procedure of 
th b th alg ritluns are the same. The algorithms start by the video sequence e, tra t d 
int fran1 . Th e frames are fed into the motion estimation proce . Th t\\ 
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consecutive frames are compared by using OLS or DLS algorithm. The result from the 
OLS and DLS algorithm is the best matching blocks. These blocks are used to 
reconstruct the current frame. The performances of these algorithms are shown in the 
previous sections. In this section, the comparison between the OLS and DLS are shown. 
Both subjective quality and objective quality are used for comparison. As shown in 
figures (7.23)-(7.25) where samples of the results are shown. The subjective quality of 
the reconstructed frames is shown. The 9th, 19th, 29th and 39th frame of video sequences 
are chosen as the reference frame. These frames are compared with 10th , 20th , 30th , 40 th 
frame in a row. Having used the OLS and the DLS search pattern, the best matching 
block are found as well as the motion vectors. The results of "Claire" video sequence 
show that the OLS and the DLS can successfully predict the current frame as the 
subjective quality is very good. The subjective quality of the prediction of 20th , 30th and 
40th frame are very good as the difference between the predicted frames and original 
frames is very small. From the figure (7.23), the results show that the quality of the 
prediction using the DLS algorithm is slightly higher than that of the OLS algorithm. 
The subjective quality of the OLS algorithm is as good as the OLS algorithm. 
The performances of the subjective quality of "Foreman" video sequence using the OLS 
and the DLS are shown in figure (7.24). The predictions achieve very high performance 
in the subjective quality as the error is barely discernible for both algorithms. Even 
though the "Foreman" video sequence considered to be more difficult to predict than 
"'Claire", the OLS algorithm and the DLS algorithm successfully predicted the current 
frame. From the figure (7.24) the results show that the performance of the OLS 
algorithn1 is good as that of the DLS algorithm as the PSNR values is almost the same 
as that of DLS. The subjective quality of the OLS is also comparable \\"ith that of the 
DLS. 
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Test sequence: "Claire" 
Reconstructed Frames using OLS Reconstructed Frames using DLS 
Frame# 1 O(PSNR =38.4 2dB) Frame#10(PSNR=39.37dB) 
l 
F rame#20(PSNR =38.5 6dB) Frame#20 (PSNR=39.80dB) 
f 
Frame#30 (PSNR=36.19dB) Frame#30 (PSNR=40.41dB) 
Frame#40(P SNR =45.77 dB) Frame#40(PSNR=45.85dB) 
Figure (7.23) uClaire" Subjective quality coltlparisol1 betweell OLS and DL 
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Test sequence: "Foreman" 
Reconstructed Frame using GLS Reconstructed Frame using DLS 
Frame#10(PSNR=31.59dB) Frame#10(PSNR=31.59dB) 
Frame#20 (PSNR=30.42dB) Frame#20 (PSNR=30.42dB) 
I 
\ 
Frame#30 (PSNR=31.03 dB) Frame#30 (PSNR=31.04dB) 
Frame#40(PSNR=33.35dB) Frame#40(PSNR=33.35dB) 
Figure (7.24) "Fo renla 11 " Subjective quality comparisoll betweell OLS and DLS 
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Test sequence: "earphone" 
Reconstructed Frame using DIS Reconstructed Frame using DLS 
Frame#1 0(PSNR=32.51 dB) Frame#10(PSNR=32.51dB) 
Frame#20 (PSNR=31.29dB) Frame#20 (PSNR=31.29dB) 
Frame#30 (PSNR=30.30dB) Frame#30 (PSNR=30.30dB) 
Frame#40(PSNR=38.41 dB) Frame#40(PSNR=38.41dB) 
Figure (7.25) HCarpitone" Subjective quality conlparisoll betweell OLS and DL 
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Figure (7.26) Comparative Speed of Operation using OLS and DLS 
The advantage of the DLS algorithm lies in the speed of operation. The aims of 
implementation of the DLS is to design the algorithm which and improve the 
performance of both the quality of prediction and the speed of operation. The results in 
figure (7.26) give the total time which the algorithm spend on the prediction over 90 
frames of each video sequences. The result shows the total time of DLS is much better 
than OLS. The processing time of the OLS algorithm is 47 .60 seconds, 47.98 seconds 
and 47.57 seconds for Claire, Carphone and Foreman respectively. The processing time 
of the DLS algorithm is 39.50 seconds, 39.95 seconds and 30.43 seconds for Clair 
Carphone and Foreman. The results show that the speed of the DLS algorithm is fa t r 
than the OLS algorithm. The processing time of the DLS algorithm is less than that f 
the OLS at all cases. 
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The "Carphone" video sequence was also tested in a similar way. A sample of the 
results of the predicted frames is shown in figure (7.25). The performance of the 
prediction is good as shown in figure (7.25) for both algorithms. The errors also are 
unnoticeable. The prediction is considered to be quite accurate as the PSNR 
performance is high. From the figure (7.25), the objective quality of both algorithms is 
the same. The results indicate that the DLS algorithm is as good as the OLS algorithm. 
The simulation did not only test the subjective quality, but the objective quality is also 
tests by using 90 frames of the three video sequences. The average PSNR over the 90 
frames is shown in the table (7.1). 
Average PSNR (dB) 
"Claire" "F oreman" "Carp hone " 
OLS 41.63 31.51 32.88 
DLS 41.61 31.68 32.98 
Table (7.1) Comparison of the average PSNR using OLS and DLS 
From the table (7.1), the average PSNR of the OLS algorithm is better than the DLS 
algorithm on the "Claire" video sequence. However the average PSNR values using 
"Clair" video sequence of both algorithms is not a big difference. The difference of 
PSNR on "Claire" video sequence is only 0.02 dB. The simulation of the "Foreman"' 
and "Carhone" are also tested over the 90 frames of video sequence. The average PSNR 
of "Foreman" and "earphone" using the OLS and the DLS are shown in table (7.1). The 
DLS algorithm is proved to be better than the OLS on the "Foreman" and "earphone"' 
video sequence as the average PSNR of the DLS algorithm is higher than that of OI.S 
algorithnl. 
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7.5 Summary 
These two novel methods, OLS and DLS can improve the performance of the 
processing times and still remain the good performance of the quality of the 
reconstructed images. The algorithms are simulated by using MATLAB. The well-
known video sequences were tested. The two main metric, time and Peak Signal to 
Noise ratio are used to evaluate the algorithms. The simulation is carried on the 90 
frames of the video sequence. The average PSNR of each algorithm is summarised in 
Table (7.2). In addition, the subjective quality is assessed. The intention of subjective 
quality assessment is to support the results of PSNR. 
Average PSNR (dB) 
Full Search 3SS OLS DLS 
Claire 41.66 41.62 41.63 41.61 
Carphone 32.39 31.53 31.51 31.68 
Foreman 33.43 32.82 32.88 32.98 
Table (7.2) Summary of the average PSNR using FS, 3SS, OLS and DLS 
From Table (7.2), the results is shown that the quality of prediction using FS algorithm 
is the best as the average PSNR is highest. However the computational complexity of 
the FS algorithm is high. So the FS algorithm is not normally used in the real-time 
application. The 3 SS algorithm is designed to solve this problem and the 3 SS 
algorithms still remain the most favourite algorithm in the well-known standards. Our 
algorithms are e\'en better than 3SS algorithm. From the table (7.2) the average PSNR 
of the OLS algorithm is 41.63 dB, 31.51 dB and 32.88 dB for Claire. Carphone and 
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Foreman video sequence. The average PSNR of the OLS algorithm is 4 l.62 dB. 
31.53dB and 32.82 dB for Claire, Carphone and Foreman video sequence. The ayerage 
PSNR of both the 3SS and the OLS is not big difference. The quality of prediction of 
the OLS is good as that of the 3SS. But the main advantage of the OLS algorithm is the 
speed of operation. The time consuming of the OLS algorithm is shown in table (7.3). 
From the table (7.2) the average PSNR of the DLS algorithm is 41.61 dB, 31.68dB and 
32.98 dB for Claire, Carphone and Foreman video sequence. The average PSNR of both 
the DLS is higher than the 3SS and the OLS algorithms on the "Carhone" and 
"Foreman" video sequence. In the case of the "Claire" video sequence, eventhough the 
PSNR is slightly less than the 3SS, the difference is very narrow. From the performance 
of the prediction, we can conclude that the performances of the novel algorithms are 
comparable or even better in some case than the conventional FS algorithm and the 3SS 
algorithm. But the main advantage of both algorithms lies in the speed of the operation. 
The processing speed of the algorithms are summarised in the table (7.1) 
Time Consuming (Seconds) 
Full Search 3SS OLS DLS 
Claire 318.60 6l.38 47.60 39.50 
Carphone 334.53 62.43 47.98 39.95 
Foreman 325.09 61.89 47.57 30.43 
Table (7.3) Comparison of the Processing Time 
Using the benchmark QCIF video sequences the results show that the aycrage speed of 
operation for the OLS it is 47.72 seconds. for the DLS it is 36.63 seconds, for the 3SS it 
is 61.9 seconds and the FS it is 326.07. Consequently. the strength of the OLS 
algorithnl lies in its speed of operation as it is 85.37 % faster than the FS:\ and o\~~~ 
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22% faster than the 3SS. Also the processing time ofDLS is 88.77 % faster than the FS 
and over 40% faster than the 3SS. The speed of operation for DLS is even better than 
that of 0 LS. The processing time of D LS is 1.7 % faster than the 0 LS. 
Having considered the results of the simulation of both time and Peak Signal to Noise 
Ratio, we can conclude that the OLS and the DLS are the better alternatives to the FSA 
since the quality of the reconstructed frames of the OLS and DLS are comparable with 
that of the FS method and the 3SS and the speed of operation for the OLS and DLS are 
faster than that of the FS and the 3SS. 
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Chapter 8 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
8.1 Conclusions 
Motion compensation is an effective technique to reduce temporal redundancy between 
two consecutive frames of a video sequence. The basic idea behind motion 
compensation is to estimate the displacement of objects. The methods used are called 
motion estimation (ME). The ME methods can be classified into 3 types which are 
optical flow equation based methods, Pixel-recursive methods and block matching 
methods. The goal of motion estimation is to obtain a prediction from the reference 
frame for the current frame such that the prediction error is minimised. Block matching 
is an effective technique for motion estimation owing to its regular data structure and 
simpler implementation. The block matching method can achieve a good balance 
between computational complexity and coding efficiency. Novel block matching 
algorithms are proposed for fast motion estimation. All these algorithms work for the 
same goal which is to speed up the motion estimation while keeping the motion 
estimation accuracy as high as possible. The block matching is widely used by the well-
known the international standard such as MPEG and H.263. In this thesis, a typical 
motion compensation scheme has been presented. This scheme is suitable for the 
176x 144 pixel QCIF videophone sequences. The general fundamental theory of \'ideo 
coding is explained in Chapter 2. The well known video coding both for spatial 
redundancy and temporal redundancy reduction are explained. 
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In chapter 4, the basic ideas of motion estimation are presented. The problems of motion 
estimation and the solution for these problems are explained. These solutions lead to the 
motion estimation methods called Optical Flow. In this chapter, the main approaches for 
motion estimation are summarised such as Optical flow, Pixel-recursive and Block 
Matching. In block matching techniques the search algorithm are used to obtain the best 
block matching. There are a number of search algorithms that have been proposed. The 
conventional FS algorithm is considered to be the best performance in the prediction. 
However, the FS algorithm requires very high computational complexity. So the fast 
search algorithms are proposed to reduce the computation complexity. The well-known 
three step search is also described. Another two fast search algorithm, N3SS and OT A, 
are investigated. The disadvantages of the new three step search are highlighted. The 
comparison of the performance of the three step search and new three step search are 
shown. The OT A technique is also investigated. However this method is considered to 
be worse than the 3SS. The result of prediction using OTA technique is shown. From 
these four algorithms, the 3SS is shown to have the best performance both for the 
quality and processing times. So the 3SS is investigated thoroughly in chapter 6. In 
chapter 6, the FS algorithm was also investigated because it is the conventional 
technique which achieves very good PSNR performance. 
In chapter7, the novel OLS and DLS algorithms are implemented. The performances of 
both algorithms are investigated. There are 3 main groups of techniques which try to 
improve the performance of the search algorithm which are: 
1. those that reduce the candidate blocks for searching motion vectors 
! those that reduce the calculated pixels for computing the distortion measure 
3. those that reduce the current blocks for employing block matching. 
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The implementation of algorithms, the cost function or matching criteria is chosen by 
considering the performance of the well-known matching criteria, MSE, MAD. )JCF 
and NTD. The simulation shows that the cost function MAD is as good as ~lSE and 
NCF but the computation complexity is the best among them. So the noyel OLS and 
DLS algorithms in this thesis use the MAD as the matching criteria. The novel 
algorithms improve the performance by reducing the number of searching point. The 
numbers of the search points of the new algorithms are less than the three step search. 
The number of search points of OLS and DLS is 13 and 12 respectively while the 
number of search points of 3SS is 25.The novel OLS and DLS is proved to be very 
good choice and better than the 3SS. The performance of prediction is very good both in 
terms of subjective and objective quality. The performance of prediction of DLS is 
better than 3SS as the PSNR of reconstructed frame is improve approximately 0.06 dB 
over 3SS. The advantage OLS and DLS algorithm lie in the speed of operation. 
The speed of OLS and DLS is extremely fast as it is 85.37 % faster than the FSA and 
over 22% faster than the 3SS for OLS. For DLS, the speed of operation is 88.77 0/0 
faster than the FSA and over 40% faster than the 3SS. The speed of the DLS is even 
faster than that of the OLS as the processing time of DLS is 1.7 % faster than the OLS 
The system such as the mobile phone communications which the bandwidth and time is 
limited the DLS and OLS is better choice than the 3SS and FS. 
8.2 Future Work 
Throughout this research. the block matching technique has been the main issue sincc it 
is the most popular technique adopted by international standards. The aim of this 
research has been to design the novel techniques which are better than the methods 
adopted by international standard such as MPEG and the H263. The objectivcs of this 
thesis are realised hy the implen1entations of the OLS algorithm and Dr ,S algorithm. 
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They are both better than the 3SS search which is used in MPEG Standard. The speed of 
OLS and DLS is much faster than FS algorithm. The research considered only the 
luminance component of the video sequences because the motion vectors can be 
predicted by only using luminance component. However the real world yideo sequence 
is colour, thus this research can be simulated in the extension of Chrominance 
component. 
Owing to the fast movement of the technology the current mobile communication 
systems are much better than the communications systems in the last decade. The 
current mobiles systems have already added the service that can send and recei yc 
multimedia information such as image and video. However the real-time multimedia 
mobile communication system is still not very efficient since the bandwidth is very 
limited. The mobile communication system is used in the MPEG-4 standards to send 
and receive video or image data. Instead of using the 3SS of MPEG4 standards these 
novel algorithms can be applied and would be a benefit to assist the transmission of the 
high amount of multimedia data. Future research can concentrate on the application of 
the novel search algorithms in mobile systems. The OLS and DLS are a good guide for 
future research as they are very fast and robust algorithms. Moreover these two 
algorithms can be put forward to be tested with ITU standards. They can be considered 
as alternative algorithms for ITU standards. The video size of mobile communication is 
as the same size and format as the QCIF video. Therefore, the time complexity of the 
motion estimation will be reduced for the overall system. However future mobik 
systems will be able to send and receive larger sizes of picture formats such as CIF 
(Source Input Format).The OLS and DLS algorithm are an extremely good base to 
develop new motion estimation algorithms that can improve both compression and 
prediction in fast processing times. These metrics of data management and processing 
speed are very important for future mobile systems. 
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